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He's Bach!
Elkins reinstated

BERNARD KANE/Leclger & Times photo

•

TVA officials met with reporters Monday to answer questions about Land Between the Lakes. Pictured
are (from left) Ron Loving, TVA's vice president of governmental relations; Kate Jackson, senior vice
president of the Resource Group; and Ann Wright, general manager of LBL.

LBL still has no budget
TVA officials
field questions

are preparing to scrutinize every
area of operation while preparing a master plan that may lead
them into partnerships with outside organizations.
"We haven't finalized the
budget for Resource Group or
LBL," said Kate Jackson, senior
vice president of Resource
Group. "We are anticipating a
little over $6 million for LBL.
The appropriated budget has
been relatively flat, but TVA is
firmly committed to LBL and

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
TVA officials pledged their
continued support to Land
Between the Lakes during a
news conference Monday, but
there is still no sign of a
budget.
Meanwhile, LBL managers

the surrounding area."
Mc: ICesotirc.: Group is the
appropriated side of TVA.
Jackson was one of three
officials at the conference
organized by U.S. Rep. Tom
Barlow as the first of several
news briefings to increase the
understanding of 1.13L's
resources.
With Jackson were Ann
Wright, general manager of
• See Page 12

By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Larry Elkins is back in the
chief of police's office, the lawsuit against the city has been dismissed and morale is up at the
Murray Police Department.
Mayor Bill Cherry and Elkins
issued a joint press release late
Monday afternoon which said the
city and Elkins reached a resolution reinstating the 22-year police
veteran.
As part of the agreement, Elkins dismissed the lawsuit he filed
against the city Sept. 14 — just
one day after Cherry issued an
executive order demoting the
five-year chief to captain.
According to court records, the
lawsuit was filed in an attempt to
reinstate Elkins as chief of
police.
By agreement of both parties,
the terms will not be disclosed.
Elkins' attorney, Rick Lamkin
declined to comment on whether
any money was involved in the
agreement or if Elkins would be
compensated for any lost wages.
Cherry and city attorney, Don
Overbcy, were both unavailable
for comment Tuesday morning.
But Lamkin said the public
made an impact at last Thursday's city council meeting when
more than 150 residents crammed
into City Hall to express their

MAYOR BILL CHERRY
concern and support for Elkins.
According to the release, "The
mayor has reached this decision
after reasoned deliberation."
Lamkin said he and Overbey,
began working on an agreement
Friday. But Elkins said he and
the mayor have not met face to
face since the details were
finalized.
In the press release, Cherry
said that "the decision to demote
Chief Elkins was his sole executive decision and was not due to

"After consideration of the
wishes of the constituents of the
City of Murray and the many
people with whom he has spoken
about his matter, Mayor Cherry
believes that this resolution is in
the best interest of the city and
the community at large," according to the written statement.
"The public display went a
long way in getting this matter
resolved," Lamkin said.
Elkins said he thinks comments
at the council meeting "had a
whole lot to do with it.
"You go along and you do
your job and you hear from the
people who have a complaint or
want something, but you don't
know about all the folks who
support you," said Elkins, who
was at the police department with
his family Monday night.
He said he is "very appreciative" of all the people, many of
who he has never met, that supported him.
Local businessman Johnny
Rickman, who spoke out strongly
against the mayor at the city
council meeting, said Tuesday
morning that he is "thrilled to
death with the decision."
He said he feels better now
that the controversy surrounding
the executive order is over.

any act or omission on the part of
Chief Elkins.
• See Page 12

U.S. troops take
Jones appointees in parts of Kentucky over parliament
Senators approve Minor quake felt
special session of the General
Assembly on Monday.
Three Republican senators —
Tim Philpot of Lexington, Dick
Roeding of Fort Mitchell and
Gex Williams of Verona — each
took turns asking a script of
questions of the appointees.
Philpot wondered if the board
would create a system of socialized medicine or a bureaucracy to
put government into individual
health care decisions. Philpot
questioned the need for illdefined reform.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
For some senators, confirmation
hearings on Gov. Brereton Jones'
appointments to the new Health
Policy Board were a chance to
revisit some of the policy debates
on reforming the medical
industry.
For others, it was a more
straightforward matter of letting
Jones pick his own people.
A small core of conservative
Republican senators used it to
rail against abortion, socialized
medicine and government
meddling.
Sen. Charles Borders, RRussell, said he did not like it
that Jones chose five Democrats
for the board, but said he would
let the governor "live by his
appointments and die by his
appointments."
Nineteen other appointments
by Jones to various boards and
commissions drew virtually no
opposition during the one-day

"I've never known anybody in
Kentucky to die because they
couldn't get health care," Philpot
said. "I've been trying to figure
out what the crisis is."
Williams inquired if the board
would propose universal health
care coverage in Kentucky, even
though the legislation requires
the board to work toward just

PADUCAH-, Ky. (AP) — A minor earthquake shot* parts- of
western Kentucky and southern Illinois on Monday, rattling windows and bouncing china off cupboards. There were no reports of
injuries.
The U.S. Geological Survey in Golden, Colo., said the tremor
was magnitude 3.6, which can cause slight damage. It said the epicenter was about 20 miles southwest of Paducah, near Wickliffe.
The quake affected Ballard, Graves, Carlisle, Livingston and
McCracken counties in western Kentucky and Alexander, Pulaski
and Massac counties in southern Illinois.
Herb Hendrickson, director of the Kentucky Division of Disaster
and Emergency Services for Ballard County, said callers from
Lovelaceville and Bandana reported pictures knocked off the walls
and china bounced off cupboards.
Waverly Person, chief of the Geological Survey's information
center, said scientists were unsure on which fault the earthquake
occurred. But Person said it was unlikely the New Madrid Fault,
one of the nation's most powerful.
In 1811 and 1812, the New Madrid Fault produced several earthquakes estimated from 7.5 to 8 on the Richter scale. They killed
dozens of people, temporarily reversed the flow of the Mississippi
River and reportedly cracked pavement and rang church bells as far
away as New York and Boston.
Another small earthquake, measuring 4.2, struck southern Illinois
on Feb. 5 but caused no damage or injuries.
41111.,

IIII See Page 2

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti
(AP) — American troops took
over Haiti's Parliament building
and city hall today in preparation
for the return of this Caribbean
nation's lawmakers and the Portau-Prince mayor.
The Americans also were to
begin their guns-for-money program today, paying $50 to $300 to
anyone who turns in a firearm —
part of an American effort to rid
the streets of weapons.
Military police stretched concertina barbed wire about 50 feet
outside the Parliament building.
Soldiers in green camouflage uniforms patrolled the roof and
stood guard inside the main gate.
A large crowd of Haitians
gathered to watch. They booed
loudly as a truckload of Haitian
police drove by.
At city hall, armored vehicles
were parked just inside the compound and U.S. Army Humvees
with machine guns mounted on

top stood guard outside.
The Parliament is scheduled to
convene Wednesday to begin discussion of an amnesty law, which
was part of the deal worked out
by the military junta and an
American delegation headed by
former President Carter.
U.S. sources said they
expected Port-au-Prince Mayor
Evans Paul to emerge from hiding Thursday and return to his
office at city hall.
Paul, who was President JeanBertrand Aristide's campaign
manager, has been in hiding for
much of the three years since
Aristide was overthrown by the
military.
U.S. officials also took control
of the hillside Electoral Council
building. This was considered a
significant move, perhaps indicated the United States would
have a strong say in partial elections scheduled for December.

Reaction to Brady Bill around state mixed
more value you put on a criminal
activity."
But law-enforcement authorities claim the Brady law —
which gives them five days to
check the backgrounds of prospective handgun buyers — is
helping to keep guns out of criminals' hands.
Gun dealers and owners say it
further infringes on the rights of
law-abiding citizens and does not
keep all convicted criminals from
getting guns.

LOUISVILLE; Ky.(AP) — At
Larry Lambert's PDQ Bait &
Tackle in Winchester, he says
gun sales have dropped since
February, when the Brady law
took effect, while a local flea
market gun seller has doubled his
space in the same time.
"The Brady bill has done just
the opposite of what it was supposed to do," Lambert said. "It
has created a market for the illegal trade of handguns. The more
regulations you put on guns, the

It's just a bunch of half-baked ideas that
really aren't attacking the root parts of crime:
poverty and drugs."
Don Frenzl
Lambert has had no denials
because he weeds out suspicious
applicants before sending the
forms for background checks. But
he said the waiting period has
caused people to go to other

places — like flea markets
where they don't have to be scrutinized to buy guns because there
are no regulations on the sale of
guns from one private individual
to another.

The law — named for James had been dismissed, that they had
Brady, a press aide who was been found innocent of charges,
wounded when a would-be assas- or that their felony had been
reduced to a misdemeanor, said
sin shot President Reagan in 19,81
Dana Winkel, who supervises the
of
1,330
out
weeded
has
—
39,663 handgun applications in Firearms Applications Unit for
Kentucky since Feb. 28. Applic- the Kentucky State Police.
ants have been rejected for felony
"It's just a bunch of halfconvictions, for being fugitives or
baked ideas that really aren't
illegal drug users, or for having a
attacking the root parts of crime:
history of mental problems.
poverty and drugs." said Don
Another 232 denials were
Frenzl, vice president of the Kenreversed because the purchasers
proved that cases against them •See Page 2
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Jury selection begins in Simpson case

Spon5_red by Murray Shrine Club
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National Guard Armory
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
bleak prospect of sequestration
was the biggest concern for the
first wave of O.J. Simpson's
potential jurors. But as the judge
questioned, cajoled and even
offered to pull strings, many had
a change of heart about spending
up to six months in the counhouse and a hotel.
"I thought about it," one man
said. "Sequestration. ... It was
like when Indiana Jones looked
into the pit and said, 'Snakes! I
can do anything but snakes."
"I've spent a lot of time in
windowless buildings," he told
Judge Lance Ito, explaining that
he had recently retired. "I
thought I was through with that.
I've had 20 years of partial
sequestration."
Asked if he would fill out a
questionnaire and try to serve, he
assented, but added: "I'm still
worried about the snakes."

The man was one of 100
potential jurors who received
75-page questionnaires Monday,
and are to return Oct. 12 to
answer Ito's questions on their
backgrounds and beliefs. Another
250 potential jurors were to
appear today. All potential jurors
are identified only by number.
Of the 219 jurors summoned
by mail to appear Monday, 212
reported. Outside the courthouse,
they ran a gantlet of news crews,
demonstrators and entrepreneurs
hawking everything from T-shirts
and caps to buttons reading:
"O.J. Juror Reject, Didn't Make
the Cut."
The potential jurors gathered in
a large 11th-floor jury assembly
room. Ito introduced the players
in the case, including Simpson,
who stood and said, "Good
afternoon."
"This is probably the most
important decision you'll make in

PRIMARY CARE MEDICAL CENTER

CYlidC°1116)

your personal life," Ito told the
group. "It's the most important
decision of any American citizen.
I need a fair jury."
One by one, the potential jurors then entered a small room.
With Simpson about 8 feet away
at a conference table, they discussed whether serving would be
a hardship.
The first person questioned
was No. 0032, a redheaded
woman in her 30s. Simpson wore
No. 32 as a college and professional football star.
"I don't know if this is an
omen," Superior Court Judge
Lance Ito said, eliciting a smile
from Simpson. No. 0032 made
the first cut.
Ito excused 112 people for reasons ranging from financial burdens to the need to take care of
children or elderly relatives. One
woman said she needed her time
to train for the California Highway Patrol academy.'The judge
offered to contact the head of the
CHP, but the woman still insisted
she couldn't serve. She was
excused.
Of the remaining 100 potential
jurors, Ito separated the 65 who
said they definitely could serve
from the 35 who said they might
be able to. Then he asked the
group of 35 to explain their positions individually, but gave them
questionnaires anyway.
Simpson sat at a table, hands
in his lap, and tried to make eye
contact with the candidates. Few
returned his gaze.
He has pleaded innocent in the
June 12 knife killings of his exwife Nicole Brown Simpson and
her friend Ronald Goldman. He
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Michael Adams, M.D.
Family Practitioner

0

r. Adams,a Henderson, Ky., native, earned
both his bachelor's and medical degrees from the'
University of Kentucky He served his medical
internship and his family practice residency at
St. Elizabeth Medical Center in Edgewood, Ky.
As a medical student, Dr. Adams received the
prestigious Cooper Medic,a1 Student Award for
exhibiting excellence in patient relationships.
Dr. Adams is now accepting patients. To make an
appointment, call (502) 759-9200 or 1-800-932-2122.
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that. Williams also asked if board
members could vote to provide
payment for abortion services
within basic insurance packages.
Williams voted for the one
appointee, Sister Michael Leo
Mullaney, a Catholic nun who
said she Viltid not vote for such
coverage.
Roeding and John David Preston, R-Paintsville, voted against
all five nominees. Four or five
other Republican senators voted
against some or all of the others.
"A vote for these appointees is
really a vote for more government and taxes in our health
care," Roeding said.
Don Clapp, a former University of Kentucky administrator who
is the chairman of the health
board, defended its role.
"My objective is to simplify
the system," Clapp said. "If
we're successful, there will be
less layers of bureaucracy rather
than more."
Michael Hammons, a board
member who used to be Jones'
director of boards and commissions, was briefly quizzed about
his role in recommending others
to the board and how he came to
be chosen. Hammons said it was
Jones' call.

It's Tuesday Nht
The Doctor bin
ONCOLOGY • DERMATOLOGY • NEUROLOGY * EAR, NOSE & THROAT * UROLOGY

Mehdi Ahmadi, M.D.
Medical Oncology
(502)759-4199
1-800-478-5885

John Bright D.O.
Dermatology
(502)759-9800

Jon Gustafson, M.D.
Neurology
(502)753-8656

Phillip Klapper, M.D.

Ear,Nose & Throat
(502)759-4811

hese physician specialists have just made it easier to fit your
/schedule with theirs. They will see you any Tuesday evening
between 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. When your day is full of commitments,
call to schedule an evening appointment
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Steven Trentham M.D.
Urology
(502)753-7440
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FROM PAGE 1
tucky Pistol and Rifle Association, a state affiliate of the
National Rifle Association.
But in the gun-ring case, ATF
agents credited the waiting period
with helping them nab two people who were buying guns in Oak
Grove and allegedly selling them
in New York. Varian M. Jones,
25, and his girlfriend, Sheron
Denise McPhail, 29, both of
Clarksville, Tenn., bought 63
handguns from a pawn shop
between November 1993 and
May.
While it's not illegal to buy
more than one handgun at a time,
gun stores are required to notify
ATF of multiple purchases. ATF
officials said the five-day waiting
period enabled them to put
McPhail and Jones under surveillance and catch them in a lie.
Jones and McPhail had claimed
they lived on the Army base at
Fort Campbell. But when
McPhail returned after the waiting period and bought guns in
May, agents followed her and
discovered the couple really lived
in Tennessee.
Police arrested the two. Jones
was picked up moments before he
boarded a bus to New York City
carrying a briefcase containing 19
pistols, said Ray Wilt, ATF special agent in Bowling Green.
The couple pleaded guilty to
furnishing false information on
the handgun applications and for
buying guns in a state other than
the one they lived in.
But agents didn-'t realize Jones
and McPhail were part of a guntrafficking ring until they were
alerted by ATF agents in New
York, Wilt said.
Those agents had posed as
drug dealers looking to buy handguns from a suspect, Karriem
Wisdom. But Wisdom told them
that his source for guns — Jones
— had been arrested in Kentucky. Wisdom pleaded guilty to
being an illegal firearms dealer.
"We knew they were buying
guns," Wilt said of Jones and
McPhail. "But the problem was
that we didn't know when they
were going to buy again. The
background check allowed us to
know when they would pick up
the guns."
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General Surgery
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faces up to life in prison if
convicted.
Ito hopes to have a jury pool of
about 250 after all those who
plead hardship are excused.
About 1,000 people have
received summonses; they are
coming to court in smaller groups
for lack of space.
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Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).
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Shawn Cannon and Lauren McKendree In Vona Gallimore's fifth grade
class at Southwest Elementary are working on a poster that reflects
points earned for positive compliments received when 20 points are
earned, the class reward Is a popcorn party._
Ai

Students In Karen Falwell's class at North Elementary enjoyed a plate
of green eggs after they read the story "Green Eggs and Ham." The
children worked with the color green all week. Pictured are Shannon
Gipson, Wesley Neale, Falwell, Dara Mason and Randa Stalls.
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Eighth graders from Calloway County Middle School are pictured at a
center where they are researching the American Indian. This unit was
designed by Patricia LassIster and Lynn Melton.

Students In Nancy Lovett's primary class at North Elementary work in
friendship teams to make a sightless sandwich as part of the friendship
unit. Pictured are: (front row) Courtney Jetton and Tamara Harrison.
Middle row: Jonathon Gordon and Jonathan Hill. Back row: Sarah Child,
Cassie Fischer, Meagan Parrish and Tiffany Jones.
Eighth graders at Calloway County Middle School use tangrams In
class to discover attributes and various geometric shapes.
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math

First-year primary students in Tammy Bennett's class at Southwest
Elementary worked in cooperative groups for a math lesson on "position words." The children placed animals on a farm scene and then
shared where they placed their animals in the picture.
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Stacy Cook, Nicole Taylor, Chason McCuiston and Jamie Underhill are
working on their daily journals In Marjorie Grady's class at East
Elementary. Daily journal writing is a part of their everyday activities as
a means to improve their handwriting.

US to
Ck up

Five Calloway County High School students, along with Stephanie
Wyatt, their environmental research consultant, will be traveling to Russia in March as participants in a Russia-U.S. Environmental Research
on Water Quality project. Pictured are (front row) Kristine Hokans, Allison McDaniel, Kelly Felts and Andrew Falwell. Back row: Wyatt, Cloyd
Bumgardner (environmental research coordinator), and Andrew Pardue.

Faye Beyer, teacher at Murray Elementary, dressed in her NASA spacesuit and talked to the Starshine P3-P4 team. Beyer Is a satellite teacher
who collaborates with teachers at the school. Currently, the team Is
doing a space unit.
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Justin Baker, Wesley Hart and Andrew Balzer are building a model of
Space Station Freedom, which Is due to be assembled in orbit beginning In 1996. They are eighth graders In Donna Keller's class at Murray
Middle School.
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Beau Holmes, a student In Judy Barber's class at East Elementary,
enjoyed six days at Camp MARC this summer. Campers participated In
boating, swimming, sports, arts and crafts, music and nature classes.
Reid Rushing, a teacher at East Elementary, served as a counselor.
Other students attending from Calloway County were Angela Lyons and
Steve Lyons.
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Calloway County High School students Michelle Woodall and Brad Forrester gather Information about longevity, condition of monuments and
different epitaphs while reading Thorton Wilder's "Our Town" in Ruth
Ann Futrell's English II class.
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ANALYSIS

Dems,Reps
blaming each
other for demise
of health reform
By CHRISTOPHER CONNELL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Now the blame game begins over who
killed comprehensive health care reform this year.
Are the Republicans the culprits for abandoning their own health
reform bills and threatening to tie the Senate in knots if anyone
made a last-ditch effort to push any reforms through?
Or are President Clinton and the Democrats at fault for trying to
take the country down a road where ordinary Americans — and not
just those fictitious insurance industry kvetchers, Hairy and Louise
— were afraid to go?
Are Bob Dole and Phil Gramm the villains of this piece? Or do
the black hats belong to Bill and Hillary Rodham Clinton and their
chief henchman, Ira Magaziner?
With health reform finally declared dead for 1994 by Senate
Majority Leader George Mitchell, it will be up to the voters to sort
out right from wrong in the confused debate that reached its anticlimax Monday.
Mitchell hastened to point a finger at Republicans, blaming the
minority for his failure to find a filibuster-proof solution to the
country's health care problems.
He repeated a comment The New York Times reported that Sen.
Bob Packwood, R-Ore., made behind closed doors to fellow Republicans two weeks ago: "We've killed health reform. Now we've
got to make sure our fingerprints are not on it." Packwood, the
GOP floor manager in the fight, isn't sure he said that.
But Mitchell didn't acknowledge the difficulties he had encountered in finding even a bare majority for his own failed health bill,
much less the original Clinton plan. Even with support from a
handful of moderate Republicans, it was clear he never had the 60
votes needed to cut off a filibuster.
A significant number of Democrats shied away from the mandatory employer contributions that were at the heart of Clinton's bill
and three of the four committee-passed plans. Some shared Republican concerns that even Mitchell's rewrite was too meddlesome
and bureaucratic.
Dole, the Senate minority leader, insisted, "They never had 50
votes for any of their plans." It was not parliamentary roadblocks
but overwhelming public opposition that stymied the Democrats'
health plans, the Kansas Republican said.
Gramm, R-Texas, who for months had been gleefully pronouncing the Democrat health bills "deader than Elvis," expressed his
gratitude that "the Democrats have now abandoned their crusade
for government-run health care, at least for this year."
He said voters should "express their opinion on health care in
the November election by rejecting Clinton allies at the polls."
And that's just what some think may happen in November:
strong Republican gains that could give the GOP majorities in both
the House and Senate.
Clinton said he was "very sorry ... that this means Congress isn't
going to reform health care this year." But he vowed, "We are not
giving up on our mission to cover every American and to Control
health care costs." He promised to take Republicans at their word
that they will try again on health reform next year.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., also vowed to resume the
fight next year. But Kennedy must first get past a stiff election
challenge. Other Democrats, including Sen. Harris Wofford, D-Pa.,
who won his seat three years ago by promising to fight for health
reform, are also vulnerable.
Poll after poll has shown that Americans are worried about losing their health insurance if they get sick and about not being able
to keep their coverage when they change jobs.
But a year of high-profile salesmanship by the president and first
lady left the public unconvinced that the Clintons' prescriptions
would deliver better care at lower costs.
Sen. Dan Coats, R-Ind., said from day one the White House
proposals "were overpromised and underfunded. ... Reality never
matched the president's rhetoric."
Clinton kept raising aspirations high, as when he waved that pen
during the State of the Union address in January and vowed to veto
any bill that failed to guarantee coverage for all.
But in the months that followed, he seemed ready to settle for
virtually any bill that could loosely be called reform. His veto gesture became an albatross, like George Bush's "read-my-lips"
promise not to raise taxes.
The Republicans did backflips away from their own health
reform ideas. Sen. John Chafee, R-R.I., got 20 GOP signatures on
his reform bill that included a mandate on individuals to buy insurance. Dole was among the co-sponsors.
Some liberal stalwarts say they still aren't willing to give up and
will try to secure coverage for all children in the closing days of
Congress paid for by cigarette taxes and squeezing Medicare.
But for now, for the almost 39 million Americans without insurance, and millions more with anxieties about their health care, it's
wait until next year — and hope that a new Congress can learn
what not to do from the partisan dead ends that both parties ran
down this time.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Christopher Connell writes on the
health reform effort for The Associated Press.

It's later than you think
Someone once told me that one
way to break down the resolve of a
hostage-taker is to subtly force as
many decisions as possible. If he
demands food, ask what kind. A
hamburger? How would you like it
-- rare, mdium, well-done? With or
without raw onions? Getaway car?
sure, but do you prefer a 2-door or a
4-door? Power windows or the oldfashioned kind? Standard or automatic shift? You get the idea.
The reason I'm telling you all this
is that we're at the season of the year
when we are down to the final pages
of last year's calendar. It's time to
order a new one. Bookstores are
well-stocked with "calendar systems," and the catalogue business
has spawned an array of new approaches to measuring out life in
neat, square parcels, perpetuating
the fantasy that-- if you just find the
right calendar -- you can actually
gain control over time.
Picking a new calendar, or even
re-ordering the same kind you have
had before, requires enough decisions to turn the most mild-man-

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Times colwrini.it
nered among us into a raving maniac. First, you have to choose among
basic formats: wire-bound pocket
edition; loose-leaf pocket; wirehound desk edition; loose-leaf desk.
Let's say you settle on pocket size.
You think you are finished making
choices, right? Wrong. There are
junior and pockct size. And after
you are over that hurdle, there's
color of paper to select, name or
initials embossed on the front cover,
zippered or non, with matching pen
or without.
Once you struggle through the set
of decisions on the basics, there are
accessories to be reckoned with.
How about special pages for special
notes, such as a form for meeting

agendas;a form headed "Items to be
Discussed;" one for "New Ideas"
to
People
"Important
and
Remember."
Just when you think you have
plucked the perfect accessories
from an overgrown field, you discover that you can purchase software to create your very own special
customized calendar system in the
privacy of your own home,on your
very own personal computer. Of
course, that option means another
range of choices that may have you
padding the walls of your office
before you are through.
The calendar software promises a
"bold leap forward in the way you
manage your time." You can display

schedules and to-do lists for any
day, week, or month from today to
the rest of your life. Schedule
recurring tasks with the flick of a
fingertip. Reschedule events. Just
"click and drag to a new time or
date," the write-up cheerfully advises, as if life can be shaped and
reshaped with a keystroke.
In the midst of all this, I am
reminded of the little gray and white
cat I saw the other day on Route 45.
It was in the grassy divider, casing
out the expanse it would have to
cross to get to the other side.
Suddenly it tore off into the roadway,sadly miscalculating the speed
of the car in the fast lane. The first
hit seemed ever so light, and it
tossed the poor thing in front of
another vehicle. The cat tumbled
across the second lane, appearing
almost to bounce harmlessly before
it laid to rest on the shoulder. It
landed on its back, paws raised as if
to fend off death. There were no
marks on it; the creature still looked
sleek and round. The early autumn
breeze gently ruffled its fur. Whatever plan it had was over. That fast.

Clinton tries new communication
WASHINGTON (AP) — From
now on, the most talkative of
presidents said, he's going to go
out and talk up his achievements
because people don't realize how
much the Democratic administration has done.
Pi4sident Clinton's new communications strategy sounds a lot
like his old ones.
On his economic program and
on trade legislation, which he got
through Congress successfully,
and on the health care reform,
which he did not, Clinton maintained that if people only understood what he was proposing,
they'd be for it. That's his explanation now for the sour ratings
that have worsened Democratic
worries about the Nov. 8 congressional elections.
"We've been busy doing," he
told a Democratic dinner in New
York. "Now we're going to go
out and talk."
They've got six weeks, and
nothing, really, to add to the list
Clinton and his allies have been
advertising for months: deficit
reduction, an improved economy,
trade agreements, a crime bill and
more.
"But a lot of people may not
have felt it yet," he lamented,
sounding not unlike George Bush
did in unsuccessful defense of his
administration two years ago.
"We find a situation in which
the people may actually go out
and vote for the very things that
they are against because they
don't know what bas happened in
the last 20 months," Clinton
said. And if the voters knew all
that's been achieved, he said, the
Democrats would gain seats in
Congress, instead of facing losses
they now fear could be heavier

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
than usual for the party of a president at midterm.
He said Democrats have to cut
through the fog, blaming it on
naysaying Republicans, on a cynical mood, on special interests
bent on barring change. People
close to the president see more to
it, claiming there is a right-wing
conspiracy to discredit him in
order to prevent his programs.
Another factor, to Clinton's
thinking, is a relentless, roundthe-clock media machine that
emphasizes what's gone wrong
instead of what's done right.
Implicit in all of this is the
conviction that perceptions, not
proposals or performance, are the
behind the Democrats' campaign
problems. Clinton said the mood
is to throw the rascals out without deciding who the rascals are.

Blaming messages, and often
the messengers, isn't unusual, for
politicians in or out of the White
House. That avoids conceding
that the voters may not want what
they're offering.
Clinton ascribes some of his
political problems to fear of
change, which he said is not right
and not rational. That assumes
his changes are the ones most
people want which, in turn, gets
back to the task of communicating them.
It is a concern in any White
House; the place is an unmatched
pulpit for telling the president's
story, but that .also makes it
uncomfortably obvious when
things go wrong.
That concern with perceptions
has been a factor in each of the
successive shakeups in the Clin-

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewriUen and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

ton White House staff, although
the latest, the fourth in less than
two years, turned out to be more
tuneup than overhaul.
There have been two directors
of communications, a job that
now is being shelved in favor of
a broader strategic planning
assignment. Leon Panetta, the
chief of staff, had planned to
replace Dee Dee Myers as press
secretary, but she not only got a
reprieve from Clinton, she's getting a raise, the big office with
the fireplace and more access to
the president.
That's probably going to be
temporary, until about the end of
the year, when she has told people she plans to leave the White
House. Panetta said as far as he
and the president are concerned,
it's permanent. So the first
woman to serve as press secretary
will be able to go on her own
terms.
In a way, the medium and the
message blurred when Clinton
agreed to that arrangement at a
meeting with Myers on Thursday
night. Critics have accused him
of wavering on policy decisions,
and the late shift fits that
perception.
Still, that's a side question.
"The bottom line is the record,"
Panetta said. "Any president, any
White House, has to ultimately be
judged by the record."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
One By One will hear Estes
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One By One Singles Ministry of First United Methodist Church will
met Friday, Sept. 30, at 7 p.m, at the church. Brenda Estes of Estes
Psychological Services will present a program on "Single Parenting."
If you plan to attend this program, please call the church, 753-3812,
by Wednesday, Sept. 28, to register your child/children for child care
services. For more information call Joan at 753-8196.
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Calloway County Middle School will have Parent-Teacher conferences on Thursday, Sept. 29, from 6 to 8 p.m. Letters concerning the
conference are being sent home and all parents should receive information pertaining to the educational success of their child for the first
five weeks of instruction.

North Pleasant Grove plans revival
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Roy Graham Road, will have revival services starting Wednesday, Sept. 28,
and continuing through Friday, Sept. 30. The Rev. Bobby Williams of
Union City, Tenn., will be the speaker for services at 7 p.m. The public is invited to attend.

Republican Women will meet
An organizational meeting of a local Republican Women's Club
will be Thursday, Sept. 29, at 6:30 p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant.
This is open to all interested women. For more information call Dovie
Williams at 753-1438 or Jackie Oliver at 759-4748.

Murray Woman's Club will meet
Murray Woman's Club will hear First Lady Libby Jones speak at a
general meeting and salad potluck supper on Thursday, Sept. 29, at
6:30 p.m. at the club house. Mrs. Jones, wife of Kentucky Governor
Brereton Jones, will speak about "Women's Personal Safety," the
theme for this year's state president, Clara Austin of Paducah. Barbara
Brandon of Murray is state safety chairman. Music will be presented
by the Music Chorus with Margie Shown as director. Hostesses will
be members of Zeta and Delta Departments. Martha Andrus, president, and Evelyn Wallis, first vice president, urge all members to
attend.

Dexter-Hardin plans yard sale
Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church, located on Highway 1824,
north of Dexter, will have a yard sale on Saturday, Oct. I, from 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m. The public is urged to attend.

Barnett Cemetery plans annual day
Barnett Cemetery, located off Highway 280 near Poplar Spring
Baptist Church, will have its annual day meeting on Saturday, Oct. 1.
A basket lunch will be served at noon. Persons unable to attend may
send their donations for the upkeep of the cemetery to Hazel Brandon,
1604 Keenland, Murray, Ky. 42071.
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Glendale Road Church of Christ
events include Bible classes/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.

Wednesday, Sept. 28

Wednesday, Sept 28

Presbytorian Church events
include ARK 5 p m
Choir
Prectics6 30 p m
Destro Baptist Church worship/630
pm
Grace Baptist Church events include
revival'7 p m
Mislaid' Baptist Church events
include prayer service 7 p m
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant PrayeNtO
a m Children's Handbell Choir/3 15
p m Children's Choir/4 p m., Koinonia
Kids/5 pm , Turner Covenant Prayer/6
pm , Adult Handbell Choir/6 15 pm
Chancel Choir/7 30 p m
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Prayer Service/7 p m Choir
rehearsal/8 p m
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Administrative
Board/7 pm
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m ,Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-Week Bible Study/7 p.m
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church prayer service/7 p m.
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
service17 p.m
New Life Christian Center/prayer and
praise/7 p.m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church/prayer
meeting, RAs and GAs/6_30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Friendship International/9 a.m.; Ladies
Bible Study/10 a m.; Fellowship
supper/5:30 p.m.: Library open/6:15
Children's Choirs, Youth Bible
Studies, Praise'/6'15 p.m ; Prayer
meetingi6:45 p.m.: Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Evangelism Committee/noon; Super
Wednesday dinner FFC Kick-offff/5:30
p.m.; Singles Support Group/6 p.m.;
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Crafts and Fellowship/9
a.m./Gleason Hall.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Holy Eucharist/5:15 p.m.;
Supper/6:15 p m
Bible reading
group/7:15 pm.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous open
meeting/11 a m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 am to 12:30 p.m. and 1:30
to 4:30 p.m Admission free.
Land Between the Lakes events
include City of Stars/11 a.m. and 2
p.m Golden Pond Visitor Center.

NOU04%411 Scouting 1Asoum/open 9
am -4 30 pm Into 762-3383
Mont Griffin Thister'3 45' and 6 45
p m across from Piayors Rivorboat
Metropolis
ill
Casino
Info:1-800-935-7700

First

ore pleased to announce that Kimberly
Moore, bride-elect
of
Joey Baust, has selected
her stoneware. flatware
and decorative accessories from our bridal registry.
Kimberly and Joey will
be married Dec. 31, 1994

Alpha Kappa Psi at Murray State University will sponsor a 4-person
scramble golf tournament on Saturday, Oct. 1, at Miller Memorial
Golf Course. You can make your own team or sign up as an individual
and the group will put you on a team. The cost is $30 per person
which includes cart, food and fun. If interested in playing, contact
Julia Elliott at 759-1634 before Thursday, Sept. 29 to request your tee
time. Tee times will be from 7:16 to 8:20 a.m. and 8:52 to 10:36 a.m.

Mary Kay has a skin
care program designeLi
for your skin type.
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Sale art'!ctor

Casa,del,SoL
1100 Chestnut St.

753-2207

i::111

753-1133

Carek.‘r Opportunity
Available

No
Gimicks, Games or Contests
JUST
Old Fashioned Bible Preaching, Praying and Singing
AT
Murray Baptist Mission
201 S. 6th St.
(Next to Human Resources Bldng.

Murray
Sun. Eve.
10:00 A.M.
Wed. Eve,
10:45 A.M.

Sunday School
Preaching

5.1() P.M
7:00 P N1

Parvin Hall, Pastor

PENNY
PK(N PATCH
.G
1
11
.P
Indian Corn. Corn Shocks. Squash.
Straw. & Painted Pumpkins
3 miles from town
off Airport Rd.
(Hwy.783)
- FOLLOW SIGNS OWNERS Eller. FZot
arc Hunte,&ngies

•Halloween Straw Maze
•U-Pick Patch (if desired)
•NEW THIS YEAR:
1.200 sq. ft. under roof area
with educational displays!

LOOSE BRUCE HOMO CABOOSE
(CABOOSE SPECIAL)
Buy 2 Chili Dogs &
Receive A Free Soda
•
North 12th • Boone's Laundry
Tues.-Fri. serving 10a-2.30p
•
Downtown Murray
Mondays Only 10a-2.30p

watramize.

Coupon must acoompany o,ose E'pees 430.44

Murray Country Club will have special events on Friday, Sept. 30,
and Saturday, Oct. 1. A homecoming dinner will be Friday. All members attending Murray High School and their friends are invited to
make reservations by Thursday at 8 p.m. The menu will feature grilled
steaks or chicken breast, twice baked potato, vegetable, salad and
brownie al-la-mode for $7 per person. Reservations are to be made for
tables (2-8 people per table) and for times between 5 and 7 p.m. by
calling the club at 753-9430 or 753-6113. The club will serve supper
on Saturday from 5 to 7 p.m. before the MSU-Tennessee Martin football game. Hot browns will be featured and supper will be $6 per person. Reservations should be made by Friday at 5 p.m. by calling the
same numbers already listed.
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Country Club events announced

,Golf tournament scheduled

SUBSCRIBE
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Center for Accessible Living at 1304-U Chestnut St., Murray, will
have its weekly A.A. meeting on Wednesday, Sept. 28, at 6 p.m. For
more information call 753-7676.

NEW OFFICERS OF MURRAY CIVITAN CLUB have been installed for the
1994-95 Civitan Year beginning Oct. 1. They were officially installed
Sept. 8 at HopkInsville at an Inter-club meeting of ClvItans from Cadiz,
Hopkinsville and Murray. Pictured, from left, are John Emerson, lieutenant governor; James Greene, Kentucky Civitan Governor; Rowena
Emerson, club treasurer; Edna Cunningham, club president-elect; and
Eva Mohler, club secretary. Other Murray Civitan officers are Dr. Bob
Lewis, president; Kenneth Herrin, sergeant-at-arms; M.T. Robertson,
Prentice Dunn and John Emerson, directors. The club meets on each
first and third Thursday.

HEAVY DUTY WASHER
\ 41.)
I

Allen baby girl born
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Leslie of
Rt. 1, Box 427, Murray, arc the
parents of a daughter, Tara
Robyn Leslie, born on Tuesday,
Sept. 20, at 5:12 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds one ounce and measured
20 inches. The mother is the former Michelle Willoughby.

Grandparents are Ms. Wanda
Willoughby and the late Clyde
Willoughby and Ms. Carolyn
Leslie and the late Larry Leslie,
all of Murray. Great-grandparents
arc Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hugh
Palmer of Rt. 1, Kirksey, and Ms.
Ruby Jo Leslie and the late Roy
Leslie of Murray.
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Tu•sday, Sept 27
Murray Lions Clubi6 30 p m ?Good
Shepherd United Methods! Church
Scottish Country Dancing/7-9
p m iFirst Presbyterian Church
Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 6291
and Ladies Auxiliary/7 p m (National
Guard Armory
Ladies' Night Out/Murray Country
Club/social hour/6 p m dinner/7 p m
Singles Organizational Society
SOSi7 p m !Chamber of Commerce
Centre Infor/Jeanne, 753-0224 or
Linda 437-4414.
Alzh•imer's Disease Support
Group/4.30 p m /board room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
info/762-1100
Bingo,7 p m !Knights of Columbus
building
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky 034
meeting/7 p.m /First Presbyterian
Church Info/759-9964
Parents Anonymous'6 p m .
Info/753-0082.
Hardin TOPS Chapter 495/Hardin
Public Library/5:30 p.m
First United Methodist Church events
include District Lay Speaker Training/7
p.m
First Baptist Church events include
Phebian Sunday School Class/7
p mihome of Sylvia Puckett.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Weigh to Win/6'30
p.m./Gleason Hall.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5,15 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
Racer Volleyball with Arkansas State
University/7 p m./Racer Arena.
Wednesday, Sept. 28
Murray-Calloway County Soccer
Association/7,30 p.m./Calloway County Board of Education building.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
a.m., Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Ladies Golf/9:30 a.m./Murray Country
Club
Ladies Bridgeand Golf19:30
a.m./Oaks Country Club.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Senior Citizens' Golf League/8
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
University Church of Christ events
include Ladies Bible Class/9:30 a.m.:
Bible Classes/7 p.m.

Center plans A.A. meeting
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Boutique • Petites • Antiques
So. Fulton, TAC

Come See Us
For Your
Homecoming Selections.
Exclusively
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Sale Starts 'Tues., Sept. 27 dint Sat., Oct. 1
timid Clearance
,Summer
%feu-handl:sr

Other Selected
Fall Groups
31fr -5O Off

75* Off
Open 9n. Nagin
'Tit pm
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at

Southside Shopping Center
753-8339

Model
#AW1OOK

Only $

348.

'Large Capacity
.2 Wash/Rinse Temperature Combinations
.25-Year Limited Tub Warranty 'WT
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY!
Court Square - Murray

753-1713
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((pcoming OVC Sottoduio)
UT-Marton (2 1) al titisisy St (24)
Austin Posy (1-2) at Tenn. Tech (3-1)
Fiend. MM at Tenn SUM (2-2)
Eastern Ky (2-2) at Meddle Tenn (2-1)
Southeast Mo (2.2) at Morehead (0-4)

•SOCCER: Callevray Co (13) vs Marshall Co — 7 pm
•SOCCER: Murray (B) at Lyon Co

`Not Superman'
Elway misfires; Bills win 27-20

Assoc a•eo Press proto

Buffalo quarterback Jim Kelly won his duel with Denver's John Elway in
the Bills' 27-20 win Monday night.

By JIMMY GOLEN
AP Sports Writer
ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. (AP)
— The Denver Broncos used to
win these games, remember?
John Elway would move his
team downfield with the clock
ticking away, and one chance at
the end zone would usually be
enough.
Not this year.
For the third time in four
games, the Broncos had a chance
to win a game in the final
minutes but Elway couldn't
deliver. On Monday night, the
ball slipped out of his hand —
again — and the Buffalo Bills
held on for a 27-20 victory.
"A quarterback's not Superman," Denver running back Glyn
Milburn said. "He's not going .to

see everybody open every time.
He's got people flying around.
It's a tough thing."
Elway may not be Superman,
but they used to share a phone
booth.
By the Broncos' count, he has
engineered 32 game-saving,
fourth-quarter drives in his
cares. But the only one in the
last two years was a three-play,
11-yard drive with more than 10
minutes left against Kansas City
last year.
And the three times he has
been called upon to repeat the
heroics this season, he hasn't.
—Against the Jets, Denver had
a chance to take the lead late in
the game but had to seule for a
field goal. The Broncos lost in
overtime 25-22.

Tiger Sweep

Shula clan
readies for
father-son
grid battle

Snyder lifts Lady Tigers
to 4-2 win over Tilghman
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

By JOE KAY
7:.,•cr-ts Writer
7'.('INNATI (AP) — The
Thula tamily is choosing sides.
Do they root for Don — the
NFL's leading coach with 330
victories — to get his Miami
Dolphins back on track Sunday
Riverfront Stadium?
Or do they root for Dave —
N ith only eight wins to his
'1,1nle — to beat his dad and get
tlis Cincinnati Bengals their
iirst win of the season?
"We've had a lot of fun with
it," Dave said Monday. "I imagine it will be more emotional
tiir them than for me because
they're kind of caught inhetween, where there isn't a lot
in-between for me or for my
dad.'
No, the first father-son head
coaching matchup in NFL history is serious business for the
two.
While their families chatted
about weekend fun and rooting
Interest, Don and Dave Shula
were still smarting from
weekend losses that brought out
that Shula competitiveness.
It took Dave a while to warm
up to the Shula vs. Shula talk
because of the fallout from a
20-17, loss in Houston. The
ficrigals had another terrible
performance — they couldn't
c\en net off a last-second Hail
Mary pass against a three-man
rush.
"I didn't ever think I'd be
.,t:ting here 0-4 going into this
said Dave, 8-28 as a
head coach. "Certainly I'm
crr d!sappointed in that."
t•••.t.'r.il hundred miles away,
itt, lather shared the pain as he
111,1! /t'd
how the Dolphins
ttic a 28-point deficit
only to lose to Minnesota 38-35
Sunday.
Don was asked whether he
feels uncomfortable knowing
that by winning Sunday he
would make his son's life even
tougher.
III See Page 7

Selleellaft
Par 3 Golf
& Sports Center

1

• Golf Lessons Avodoble •

Practice Range
Miniature Golf
753-1152

$1.75

—Against the Chargers, Elway close games. We're making too
led the two-minute offense to the many mistakes, putting ourselves
San Diego 3. He rolled out and in bad situations."
Bills quarterback Jim Kelly
went to throw, but the ball
slipped out of his hands and was said he was having the same
picked out of the air by Junior problem on the rainy night.
"It slipped out of my hands
Seau. Final score: San Diego 37,
probably seven times," he said.
Denver 34.
—Against the Raiders ... well, "It's one of those things where
you can't blame this one on you really have to concentrate on
Elway. Denver lost 48-16 — its the grip and the follow-through."
The Broncos, considered Super
worst home loss since 1968.
Bowl
contenders when the season
Buffalo,
'against
now,
—And
the ball slipped out of Elway's started, matched the worst start in
hands on a fourth-and-2 with 21 their history. They also started
seconds and sailed high over 0-4 in 1964, when Jack Faulkner
Cedric Tillman's hands and was fired as coach.
Bills linebacker Cornelius Benthrough the end zone.
"The ball slipped out of his nett, who had six tackles, two
hands. It's happened twice now," sacks and forced Elway to throw
tight end Shannon Sharpe said.
"We have to find a way to win • See Page 7

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Murray High's Jeanne Maddox (22) and Sarah Snyder (9) look to gain control of the ball as a Paducah
Tilghman player comes in during Monday night's game.

Sara Snyder's hat trick highlighted Murray High's 4-2 win
over Paducah Tilghman Monday
night at Ty Holland Stadium.
Snyder's final goal of the game
came in the second half after
Tilghman cut the lead to 3-2.
Snyder, with an assist from
Courtney Christopher, gave Murray a two-goal lead which pot the
Lady Tornado away for good.
"I'm kind of disappointed
because we let them stay with us
1-1 in the second half," Murray
coach Mark Kennedy said after
his team led 3-1 in the first half.
"We just didn't have a 'put them
away' instinct.
"That can come back to haunt
you against a good team."
Murray ran their record to
5-3-1 on the season.
• See Page 7

Tandon,Hunt
lead Murray
to JV victory
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray High's Jeremy Hunt
and Rohit Tendon each scored
a pair of goals to lead the
boys' junior varsity to a 6-0
win over University Heights
Monday night at Ty Holland
Stadium.
In addition to the two-goal
performance by Hunt and Tendon, Murray also got one goal
each from Shane Andrus and
Josh Price.
Murray (5-1-2) got two
assists from Micah C,athey and
one apiece from Drew Wooldridge and Chad Delancey.

Auburn excites Curry Lakers get second
Wildcat coach
may need held
against Tigers
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Colorado's stunning victory over
Michigan is giving Kentucky
coach Bill Curry second thoughts
about the power of prayer.
Colorado, coached by Curry's
friend Bill McCartney, beat
Michigan on a 64-yard Hail Mary
pass as time expired last
Saturday.
"I haven't talked to Bill,"
Curry said at his weekly news
conference Monday. "I think
he's been on his knees a lot.
Bill's praying too much now. It's
getting ridiculous. That's really
not fair.
"I've been telling people all
my life God doesn't care who
wins football games, and now

BILL CURRY
I'm not so sure."
Kentucky may need a prayer or
two when it travels to ninthranked Auburn for a nationally
televised game Thursday night.
Kentucky (1-3, 0-2 Southeastern Conference) has fallen on
hard times since a 20-14 seasonopening victory over Louisville,
losing 73-7 to No. 1 Florida,
59-29 to Indiana and 23-9 to
South Carolina.
Auburn (4-0, 2-0), meanwhile,
owns the nation's longest winning streak at 15 games, of which
10 have come at Jordan-Hare

Stadium.
Furthermore, Curry is 0-10
against Auburn.
"We're at one of those difficult times that create great opportunities," Curry said. "When
there's a change in the routine,
when there is an interruption or
you have to get prepared quickly
and there's national TV and
excitement and a huge crowd and
a 15-game winning streak and a
very dominating, typical Auburn
team, then that's exciting."
Antonio O'Ferral, who suffered a mild concussion against
South Carolina, will start at quarterback and Matt Hobbie will be
the backup. Curry indicated that
Jeff Speedy, who has been hampered by a shoulder injury, will
not play.
True freshmen Trevor Hypolite, a flanker, and linebacker
Lamont Smith will likely see
their first action Thursday night
along with linebacker David
Ginn, who has appeared in two
games.

$3.00
$5.00

Weekends & Holidays
9 Holes
18 Holes

$4.00
$7.00

Coils $3.00 per 9 Holes
$1, $2, & $3.50 Buckets
50(
Batting Range
N. 16th St., Murray
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
CALVERT CITY — In the
annual tune-up tournament
before next week's First Region
Golf Tournament, Calloway
County's boys' finished second
in Monday's Marshall County
Invitational.
Led by sophomore David
Greene's 3-over-par 75 on
Calvert City Country Club's
par-72 layout, Calloway finished six strokes behind tournament champion Mayfield.
Windy and rainy conditions
led to higher scores on leafstrewn course. The top 12
finishers were all within four
shots of Mayfield's Jeremy
Grantham, the tournament
medalist.
Mayfield finished the 18-hole
tournament with a 308 while
Calloway shot a 314. Murray
High's boys took sixth with a

WE'VE GOTCHA
COVERED!

Golf
9 Holes
18 Holes

at golf Invitational

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

team score of 326.

After Greene's 75, Calloway's Adam Haley turned in a
76, Jesse Rooker fired a 78 and
Buzz Paul carded an 85. Greene
and Haley finished second and
third, respectively, in the individual standings, behind Mayfield's Grantham.
For Murray, Ryan Haverstock
led the way with a 79, Jacob
and Jeremiah Rayburn both shot
81 and Ryan Pickens had an 85.
Other team scores were: Ballard, 318; Tilghman, 320;
Heath, 321; Graves County,
327; Marshall County, 330;
Lone Oak, 331; St. Mary, 334;
Hopkinsville, 335; Reidland,
336; Fulton City, 347; Hickman
County, 350; Crittenden County, 362; Carlisle County, 365;
Christian County, 367; Livingston County, 372; Caldwell
County, 385; and Lyon County,
391.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Designed to fit your business
or residential needs.
502-753-8085 1-800-458-3993
164 S. 13th St. Murray, KY

Holland Motor Sales

Affiliated with Bill's Upholstery

753-4461

Last Main St.
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Jansson wins tourney division in Jackson

Murray State senior Martin Jansson captured the title in
the "A" division at the Jackson Good Morning Rotary Invitational this weekend in Jackson, Tenn.
Jansson, from Varberg. Sweden, lived up to his top seed
billing by defeating Jason Todd of Arkansas in the finals 4-6,
6-2, 7-5. This marked Jansson*s first action of the fall
because of a case of the flu.
Racer Jan Fredriksson reached the semifinals of "B" division play, losing to the top-seeded and eventual winner Stewart Doyle of Arkansas 2-6, 3-6.
All of MSU's players performed well as every player posted a victory. Freshman Jamie Lucas earned his first collegiate win by topping Chad Hailey of UT-Martin 6-1, 6-0 in
"D" division play.
Lady

; too
elves

Racers

play

well
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Murfreesboro

Despite rainy conditions which forced play inside, the
MSU women's tennis team had individuals reach the semifinals in four different divisions of play at the MTSU Fall
Classic this weekend in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Bad weather forced several changes in the tournament format. Many players had to play three matches on Saturday and
the first three rounds were all played as eight-game pro sets.
Freshman Martha Zimmer played her way to the semifinals
of flight "B" play by winning three matches including a win
over the fourth-seeded Staci Graham of Memphis, 8-6. Zimmer, from Atlanta, lost to the eventual winner Melanie Tate
of Arkansas State.
Racer sophomores Renea Cates and DeAnna Carroll both
dropped their opening round matches in flight "A" but batted
through the consolation bracket to meet each other in the
semifinals. Cates defeated Carroll 4-6, 6-4, 6-1 to reach the
finals, which she lost to Cornelia Botha of Arkansas State.
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Frazier for season

much closer game."
Kennedy credited Cantrell,
Susan Krieb, Jenny Leary and
Hillary Belcher with outstanding
games. Unfortunately, Cantrell
and Belcher each suffered injuries and may not be available in
Murray's Thursday night game
against Caldwell County.
GIRLS JV
Murray 5, Tilghman 1
Murray High's girls' junior
varsity ran its record to 5-14.044h
a 5-1 victory over Paducah Tilghman Monday night.
Samantha Hogsed scored the
first goal unassisted, followed by
Mary Kay Howard's goal with an
assist from Leigh Haverstock.
Courtney Canerdy scored an
unassisted goal to make it 3-1 at
the half. Courtney Christopher,
assisted by Jeanne Maddox made
it 4-1 and Maddox capped the
scoring with an unassisted goal.

Shula...
FROM PAGE 6
"I can't think that way,"
Don responded quickly. "We're
coming off a very, very disappointing loss yesterday. Our
team just feels about as low as
you can get after coming back
in the second half and tying the
score and losing."
No other father-son combination has been through a week
like what awaits the Shulas.
There has been only one
other family to produce fatherand-son head coaches in the
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734
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607
491
464
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275
267
243
269

NFL - the Phillips. Bum
coached Houston and New
Orleans, and his son Wade has
coached the Saints and Denver.
A father and son have never
faced each other as head coaches or managers in major league
baseball, basketball or hockey
in North America, according to
the NFL's research.
"It'll be a special day, and
it'll be a proud day knowing
it's never been done before,"
Don said. "I'll be a proud
father that day."

high on the Broncos' final play,
consoled the Denver quarterback
after the game.
"I just told him,'You guys are
too good to be 0-4. Stick with
it," he said. "He goes out and
busts his butt every time he plays
the game."
Thurman Thomas ran for two
touchdowns in the last two
minutes'of the first half and Carwell Gardner added another after
Thomas hurt his knee. The Bills
took advantage of two turnovers
that bridged the halftime break to
score 21 points in 3 minutes, 36
seconds.
Thomas gained 103 yards in 17
carries before leaving with an
injured right knee early in the
third quarter. He went in from 16
yards out with 1:54 left in the
half and from the 27 just 1:36
later after Bruce Smith forced an
Elway fumble that Bennett
recovered.,
Elway, who had an interception returned for a touchdown in
each of Denver's first three
games, threw one that Washing-

es

4

ton returned 27 yards to the Denver 25. Four plays later, after
Thomas injured his knee carrying
the ball to the 3, Gardner crashed
into the end zone and it was 24-7.
Coach Mary Levy said Thomas' injury "doesn't appear to be
real serious."
Elway finished 26 of 45 for
280 yards with a touchdown.
Denver came back, with Elway
leading a drive of 57 yards in
nine plays capped by Leonard
Russell's 2-yard dive for a TD.
Then the Broncos drove 51 yards
to set up Jason Elam's 28-yard
field goal with 1:55 left in the
third quarter.
But Christie added a 28-yarder
early in the third quarter after a
72-yard drive. Elam's 43-yarder
cut it back to seven with 7:21
left.
Punter Chris Mohr tripped Milburn to stop a likely TD after
Milburn had returned a punt 24
yards to the Denver 48 with just
more than four minutes left.
The Broncos reached the 4, but
Elway's last chance pass slipped
out of his hand.
Again.

Special Sales For You!
Prices Good Thru 9 30 94

Tru Bond* Blacktop
Driveway Coating
TB0505

$99 ea.
5 Gallon Tub V
$c99
10 or more tubs V

Elevator Ultapack
'124"

Reg

Now $99
89

All Swingsets
n

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (next to McDonaid's)

Thermos VIP Grill

Good service, 759-9888
good coverage,
good priceLike a

good neigh6or,
State Farm is there.
State Fann kisuranc• Covent's
Home Me., Bloomington lino*

That's
State Farm
insurance.

NFL GLANCE
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W 1. T Pct. PF PA
Buffalo
1
.750 83 85
3
Marrs
1
3
750 126 101
New England
500 124 122
2 2
NY Jets
2 2
500 69 72
indianapols
1
3
.250 90 97
Central
Cleveland
1
750 91 51
3
Pittsburgh
2 2
500 70 87
3
Houston
1
250 65 93
Cincinnati
0 4
COO 71 106
West
San Diego
4 0
1 000 114 78
1
750 84 60
Kansas City
3
750 106 53
Seattle
3
1
I
3
_A Raiders
250 96 124
Denver
0 4
000 92 137
NATIONAL CONFER NCE
East
Pct, PF PA
W 1.
NY Giants
3 0
1 000 79 63
667 63 46
Dallas
2 1
Philadelphia
2 1
667 66 57
Washington
1
3
250 88 110
Arizona
0 3
000 29 66
C•Mrel
750 100 68
Minnesota
3
1
Chicago
2 2
500 76 as
Detroit
2 2
500 71 78
Green Bay
2 2
500 67 50
3
Tampa Bay
1
250 43, 70
Wow
San Francisco
1
750 119 70
3
Atlanta
.500 96 94
2 2
LA Rams
500 62 77
2 2
3
New Orleans
1
.250 63 99

Sunday's Gams
Atlanta 27. Washington 20
Cleveland 21, Indianapois 14
Los Angeles Rams 16, Kansas City 0
Minnesota 38, Miami 35
Green Bay 30, Tampa Bay 3
Houston 20, Cincinnati 13
New England 23, Detroit 17
San Francisco 24, New Orleans 13
San Diego 26. Los Angehes Raiders 24
Seattle 30, Pittsburgh 13
Chicago 19, New YOtil Jets 7
OPEN DATE Arizona, Dallas, Now York Giants,
Philadelphia
Monday's Game
Buffalo 27, Denver 20
Sunday, Oct. 2
Dallas at Washington, noon
Detroit at Tampa Bay, noon
Green Bay at New England, noon
New York Jets at Cleveland. noon
Seattle at Indianapolis. noon
Atlanta at Los Angeles Rams. 3 pm
Buffalo at Chicago. 3 pm,
Isinneisota at Arizona, 3 pm
New York Giants at Na,, Orleans, 3 pm
Philadelphia at San Francisco, 3 pm
Miami at Cinannah. 7 pm
OPEN DATE Denver Kansas City; Los Angeles
Raiders. San Diego
Monday, Oct. 3
Houston at Pittsburgh, 8 pm
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-Toe Kwon Do has helped Yannick's selfcontrol and discipline."
-Theresa Jones
'Tae Kwon Do has improved Max's concentration tremendously.
-Mickey Bishop
Our programs features flexible schedules and afforable rates. "Fo
find out more about giving your child an edge on life or for a free
trial lesson
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With so many benefits to our program, it's not hard to see why
Si, many mothers are excited about it here are just a few.

Olive

753-2571

am,
....
INAPAI NAPA AUTO PARTSINAPAI

Also Available

-Our carefully structured programs are designed to bnng out the
best in each and every child we teach. Our martial arts programs
teaches children balance and coordination that will help them in
many other activities. It also teaches them self confidence and
self discipline, which gives them the will to say no despite peer
pressure when things are wrong. Martial arts improve concentration, which often improves school work and it teaches them
useful techniques that will help to protect them from danger.
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Huffy Sports

I SCOREBOARD

Mothers are very selective about the kinds of activities in which
their child should participate. That's why more and more are
enrolling their children in the Murray Tae Kwon Do for kids
program.
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Tonight • 7:00 p.m.

martial arts can
150 mothers can't be wrong,
f
help your child get ahead in life!
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MU WOMEN'S
„VOLLEYBALL

IN RACER ARENA VS. Arkansas State

FROM PAGE 6

•Tigers...
FROM PAGE 6
Snyder, a junior, got Murray
out to a 1-0 lead in the first half
on an assist from Jeanne Maddox.
Allison Cantrell's direct kick
from 30 yards made it 2-0.
Tilghman cut the Murray lead
to 2-1 with a goal by Nolita
but Snyder's second goal from
Samantha Hogsed gave the Lady
Tigers a 3-1 halftime lead.
Natalie Krupansky cut the lead
to 3-2 to start the second half
before Snyder's final goal pushed
the lead back out to two.
Murray outshot Paducah Tilghman 19-5 and Lady Tiger goalkeeper Emma Shaw made three
saves, including one spectacular
diving save which kept Tilghman
from pulling closer.
"She was going to her right
and the shot went to the left and
she dove and snagged it," said
Kennedy. "It could have been a
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•Elway...

LINCOLN, Neb.(AP)- Tommie Frazier, quarterback for
No. 2 Nebraska and a strong contender for the Heisman Trophy, may be lost for the rest of the season because of a blood
clot in his right calf.
Team doctor Pat Clare said the blood clot was being
treated with enzymes and blood thinner.
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Wherever you go
go on Cooper tires!

Services for Mrs. Nomye A. Farmer will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Walter Mischke Jr. will
officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will be organist.
Pallbearers will be Max Brandon. Greg Story, Ronnie Bgrandon,
Perry Brandon, Bill Smith and Keith Brandon. Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Aldersgate United
Methodist Church, 4459 Willow Rd., Memphis, TN 38117 or First
United Methodist Church, Murray.
Mrs. Farmer, 94, Memphis, Tenn., formerly of Murray, widow of Aubrey Farmer, died Sunday at 8:30 a.m. at St. Francis Hospital,
Memphis.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Aleda Farmer Kelly and husband, Troy, Memphis; one brother, Henry E. Brandon, Princeton; two
grandchildren, Mike Kelly, Memphis, and Patricia Hendren, Batesville, Miss.; two great-grandchildren, Rachel Forester and John Aubrey
Hendren; one niece, Mary Ann Wolfe, Louisville; two nephews, Max
Brandon and wife, Barbara, Murray, and Ronnie Brandon and Ale,
Sue, Millington, Tenn..

The funeral for Mrs. Lula Dell Roberts was today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale and Garry Evans
officiated. Singing was by singers from Glendale Roach Church of
Christ.
Pallbearers were Dudley Burton, Paul Grogan Jr., Danny Stone,
Donnie Hart, Jeff Waters and Dan Pugh. Burial was in Green Plain
Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to W.A.T.C.H., 702 Main
St., Murray.
Mrs. Roberts, 79, Rt. 4, Murray, died Sunday at 6:35 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Charlotte Grogan and husband, Paul, Rt. 4, Murray, and Mrs. Linda Lou Blakley and husband,
Henry, Rt. 4, Murray; one brother, Charles Lamb and wife, Sue, Murray; four grandchildren, Paul Grogan Jr., Murfreesboro, Tenn., Strlia
Hart and husband, Donnie, and Sharon Kay Blakley, Rt. 4, Murray,
and Beverly Ann Stone and husband, Danny, Rt. 5, Murray; five
great-grandchildren, Alicia, Amanda and Lee Hart and Chase and
Brandon Stone.

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 industrial Rd. • Murray • 7E3-1111
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Mrs. Nomye A. Farmer

Mrs. Lula Dell Roberts

* American-Made ... Quality You Can Trust!
OPEN
Mon Fn
7-5
Sat 7-Noon

Mrs. Lerhe Vinson
The funeral for Mrs. Lerlie Vinson was today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. David Smith
officiated.
Pallbearers were John Lassiter, Charles L. Outland, Johnny
McDougal, Maned Vinson, Robert Barrett and Bob Miles. Buhal was
in Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Vinson, 80, Rt. 4, Murray, died Sunday at 3:55 a.m. at Haws
Memorial Nursing Home, Fulton.
Survivors include one son, Charles Vinson and wife, Gale, Murray;
one brother, John Hicks, Anaheim, Calif.; one grandson, Todd Vinson,
Tuscaloosa, Ala.

Friendly Home Stereo [kaki'

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner
•Chargrill Burgers & Steaks. Fish. Chicken, Pork Chops
•Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials •Take Outs Available

Dee Lamb

Hours: Sun. & Mon. 5:30-2: Tue.-Thur. 5:30-7; Fri. & Sat. 5:30-8

Hwy. 94E across from 'Happy Holidays". l'/2 miles from Murray •759-9030
•••••••••••••••••.Wrme.W•m0.9••••

<

HLOCR,COWEEING

Brand name, 1st quality CARPETS by: Salem, Philadelphia,
Aladdin, Ciboney Mills & many more. VINYL, TILE and HARDWOOD by: Bruce, Tarkett & Mannington.
Free
Estimates
0.er 25 Years InsteatIon ExpenerIce We S;and Behind Our Work
Murray

Sales & Installation • 753-7728

Torn Taylor Rd
0
Krworws

641 S. 11/2 mi. to Tom Taylor Rd., right 15U0 ft.

Hazel. KY

CO.
BETTER BUILT GARAGE
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built. All Ouality Materials

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

I Self-supporting 2•6
trusted rafters 2 ft
0.C.
plywood
J.
decking
K. Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
2x4
fascia
0.
aluminum covered
P. 2•10 headers
0. axe raised curb

A. 4- concrete floor
reinforced with
wire mesh
B. 12' fouling
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
11. Ander bolts

la newels
IL

UMW
bottom plates
F. at studs, 16" 0.C.
G. ri." Blandex
undersuling
H. klasonde, wood or vinyl siding

We

you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
Deluxe Models

Final rites for Dee Lamb were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. John Dale and the Rev. Jim Simmons officiated. The song service was by singers from Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
Active pallbearers were Jerry Ainley, Bart Toth, Dwain Nesbitt,
Jimmy Lamb, Rogers Hopkins and Dwain Hospital. Honorary pallbearers were members of Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons. Burial was in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Lamb, 77, Irvan Street, Murray, died Friday at 5:07 a.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

Mrs. Izella Gamble
Funeral rites for Mrs. Izella Gamble were Monday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Bob
Dotson and Sandra Letherwood officiated. Burial was in Benton
Cemetery.
Mrs. Gamble, 92, Benton, died Friday at 2:34 p.m. at Marshall
County Hospital. She was a member of Church Grove United Methodist Church.
The daughter of the late Joseph M. GTeen and Mary Jane Byerly
Green, she was preceded in death by one daughter, Ruby Gamble, one
sister and three brothers.
Survivors include her husband, Clanon Gamble; five daughters,
Mrs. Thelma Rose and Mrs. Murlene Crouch, Murray, Mrs. Margie
Myers and Mrs. Nancy Carolyn Siress, Benton, and Mrs. Donna Faye
Wheatley, Almo; four sons, Paul Wade Gamble, Kenneth Ray Gamble
and Lee Roy Gamble, all of Benton, and J. Edmond Gamble, Murray;
one sister, Mrs. Dorothy McElya, Paris, Tenn.; one brother, Raymond
Green, Benton; 28 grandchildren; 47 great-grandchildren; two greatgreat-grandchildren.

Vinyl Skiing
$3,525 1Ii2 CAR (12x20)
$4,325 2 CAR (18x20)
$4,625 LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
$4,825 2'12 CAR (24x24)
$5,425 LARGE 2,1x CAR (24x30)

1 1/2 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2'. CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2',2 CAR (24x30)

$4,025
$4,725
$5,125
$5,225
$5,925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

11

Federal State Market News Service Sept. 27, 1994
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 3
Buying Stations Receipts: Act. 243 Est. 300 Barrows &
Gills .25-.50 higher Sows steady 1.00 lower
S 1-2 230-250 lbs..
-S32.00.32.50
LS 1.2 210.230
5 2-3 230-260 lbs
..S31.50•32.00
Sows
US 1.2 270.350 lbs
US 1-3 300.400
LS 1.3 400-525 lbs._
US 1.3 525 and up lbs..
US 2.3 300.500 lbs._
Boars SI g.50-19.50

h

s

753-1725

S22.50-23.00
525.00.27.00
519.00.21.00

111111htosi

Mrs. Nola Pearl McWaters Jones
Services for Mrs. Nola Pearl McWaters Jones will be today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Grandville Courtney and the Rev. Irvin Damall will officiate. Music will be
by Carolyn Stations and Suzanne Henry, singers, with Ms. Stations as
organist. Burial will follow in Lawrence Cemetery in Trigg County.
Mrs. Jones, 89, Shady Lawn Nursing Home, Cadiz, widow of Ralph
Taylor Jones, died Sunday at 3:15 a.m. at Trigg County Hospital,
Cadiz.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Leta Gray, Erin, Tenn.,
Mrs. Mary Dobbins, Hopkinsville, and Mrs. Ernestine Hendricks,
Murray; three sons, Morris Jones, Trigg County, Lyndell Jones, Cadiz,
and Donnie Jones, Hopkinsville; two sisters, Mrs. Reba Dodds, Memphis, Tenn., and Ms. Monico McWaters, Metropolis, Ill.; two brothers,
Haydon and Gaylon McWaters, Metropolis; 22 grandchildren; 29
great-grandchildren; three great-great-grandchildren.

Miss Emily Jane Fowler
The funeral for Miss Emily
Jane Fowler was today at noon in
the chapel of McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn. Dr. Michael
T. Boley officiated.
Pallbearers were Shane Weav-

Stock Market Report
a.m.

Dow Jones Ind. Avg. ......+15.48 Prices AS Of 9
DJIA Previous Close
3849.24
- Air Products.......... ....46s/s • 1/s K-Mart
171/2 + 1/1
AT&T
1
4 • 1/s
26/
K U Energy
Bell South
251/s - 1/s
57 + 3/1 Kroger
Briggs & Stratton
701/s unc L G & E
Bristol Myers Squibb '•533/413
327617//is unc
45t
,/• Mattel
71/4 +1
CBT Corp. Ky.•
271/s + 3/1
McDonalcLs
Chrysler
434035/s/8
351/s + 1/4
Merck
Dean Foods
unc J.C. Penney
501/2 + sir;
Exxon
58/
58¼
1
4 unc Peoples First•......... 211
/
413 221/4A
Ford Motor
93+
+ ://12 Quaker Oats.........
4
2711:
773/s • 1/2
.00# General Electric
Schering-Plough
68s/s + 3/s
General Motors
47
481/2 unc
Sears
Goodrich
41. ++ 1/3 Texaco
1
4
601
/
4 +/
1/4
Goodyear
36 unc
Time Warner
I B M
6
39/
231/se +
31 unc
UST
Ingersoll Rand
341/2 - 1/5 Wal-Mart
231/2 • 1/1
tlilllard Lyons Is a market maker In this stock.
Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502)753-3366

•1!:•.I.••

HIWARD
LYONS *

Our Best Investment Is You.
.

Lyons, Inc. • Member NYSE and

SIPC

Creative Landscaping

TONS OF MUMS!
All Colors Starting

Legal
Defense Fund

99C

Our Fall Festival: YOUR ONE STOP AUTUMN SHOP!
Fall yard displays available in 3 packages.
FOR YOU! Includes
pumpkins, straw, corn stalks, and mums.
We also have a wide variety of new fall wreaths, gifts, terra cotta accessories, and floral swags to decorate your home this seas .
.

Laurie and Dawn from Garden Center will
demonstrate arranging seasonal pots.
Free admission, but call for reservations.
Refreshments will be served.

c -4
i)
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e

FOR KIDS!

i+4111.1r.A\
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•
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Stop by anytime Sept. 17-30
to decorate a pumpkin to be judged.
(ages 9 & under and 10-14)
Refreshments & Games
every Saturday beginning Sept. 24.
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

•••
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Don't Forget: We now have color computer Image design
for your fall landscaping!
1101(.1111011 lil 11111111111111141111111 1111111111111 Jill Alt 1111Aill Will IIII
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Cr, Jeff Ggin, Joe Mobley HI,
Chad Kennedy, Billy Pugh,
James Bevil!, Jeremy Fowler and
Frankie Hosford. Burial was in
Hillcrest Cemetery.
Miss Fowler, 19, of 602 Blanton St., Paris, Tenn., died Saturday evening in the Emergency
Room of Henry County Medical
Center, Paris. '
Survivors include her father,
Randy Fowler and wife, Gail,
Cookeville, Tenn.; her mother,
Mrs. Janie Mobley Fowler, Paris;
her fiance, Kevin Kennedy,
Puryear, Tenn., to whom she was
to have been married on Oct. 15,
1994; one brother, Bo Fowler,
Murray; grandparents, Dr. Joe
and Carolyn Mobley, Paris,
Tenn., and James 0. Fowler,
Atwood, Tenn.; three aunts; two
uncles; several cousins. One
grandmother, Mrs. Margie Dean
Fowler, preceded her in death.

Mrs. Mary
Golightly

UNC-price unchanged

ollingNills
u.rse

407
N 12th St.
Murray

.S21.00-22.00

1 11111i1
.4
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Graveside rites for Robert Davis were held Friday at Mt. Pleasant
Cemetery, South Bend, Ind. Welsheimer Funeral Homes, Inc., South
Bend, was in charge of arrangements.
Memorial contributions may be made to the Diabetes Associaton.
Mr. Davis, 75, South Bend, died Tuesday, Sept. 20, at 8:04 a.m.
Born Jan. 16, 1919, in Crete, Ill., he was the son of the late James C.
Davis and Alice Martin Davis.
He was a retired driver for Dallas-Mavis Fowarding Co. where he
had worked for 33 years.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lois Faye Todd Davis, to whom he
was married on Jan. 21, 1948, at Paris, Ill.; two daughters, Mrs. Diana
Barnett, South Pittsburg, Tenn., and Mrs. Phyllis McKelvey, South
Bend; one son, James Davis, Louisville; one sister, Mrs. Nellie Williams, Boueronnais, Ill.; one brother, Warren Davis, Mesa, Ariz.; eight
grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren.

HOG MARKET

otfer

Hardboard Siding

Robert Davis

IVO i

A mounting interest is being shown
by several citizens of Murray and
Calloway County to contribute money
for the legal defense of Larry Elkins.
We feel he was wrongfully demoted as
Police Chief by Murray Mayor Bill
Cherry.
Persons interested in making a(non
tax deductible) contribution can do so
by mailing a check or money order to
the Fraternal Order of Police at P.O.
Box 992, Murray, Kentucky.(Checks
should be earmarked Larry Elkins
Defense Fund).
(Paid Advertisement)

The funeral for Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Golightly was Sunday at 3
p.m. in the chapel of Roth Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev. Bob
Saywell officiated. Burial was in
Woodlawn Memorial Gardens,
Paducah.
Mrs. Golightly, 73, Murray,
died Thursday at 3:30 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Donna Fleming Whitfield, Murray, and Mrs. Suzanne
Roberts, Hickory Coroners, Mich.

C

turing?

Woodmen's Flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuity
plans are competitive alternatives to
other savings plans.The initial guaranteed rate for amountsover $5,000
is:

6%

V.

can be locked in
for one year.

Ask your Woodmen representative
about our Flexible and Single Premium Deferred Annuity plans.
Robert Duncan
Woodmen Building
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-6050
4t Woodmen
theivorid
of
Life Insurance Society ft
14‘
,

Home Mks: Omaha, Nebraska
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Notice

1994 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplemait
insurance is now
siandanard at 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The pan A deductible
you, or your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to $696 in
1994.
For more information
call:
MeCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nattorswide
I-100-455-4199
"ow 32zal sat ci pernce•

IMAGES
Now Open 10-5
Gifts & Baskets
Bndal & Formal Wear
Arnving Daily
Be) Air Center • 753-4104

VCR Service
Nintendo Repair

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

CALLER I.D.'s 753-5865.
Mrs. Theresa, Psychic
Reader & Advisor. A true
born psychic, gifted from
God 554-7904 call for
appointment.

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR—TRAILERS
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MURRAY State Billiards
Champion Brad Hutchens
to begin pool shooting instructions every Tuesday,
4 30pm- 6 :30 pm,
6 45pm-8 45pm. Ladies
welcomed Contact Breaktime Billiards, 759-9303 for
details.
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Hot Was Manicure
$11 00
Acrylic Set
$25 00
759-1874
Watch For Our
Fall Spt:ctacular
Life is worth a
few fringe benefits

Financ,ng
Available

1-800-334-1203

NOW OPEN!!

Tooters
Snack Bar 8 Antique Mall

bley III,
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All New in Hazel
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• Swedish Mossoge
• Deep Musde Therapy

• Energy Bokrxing
• Reflexology

753-3801
LICENSED THERAPIST
7 DAYS A WEEK

bip

BY APPOINTMENT
10:00AM -10:00PM

Dave Estes

RELRXRWON•STRESS REDUCTION•PAIN REUEF
Service to your home or hotel anywhere_ in the Purchase Area
America's Second Car

Ugly Duckling
"ILASEE121312/231
Locations Coast to
Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

4ary Eliday at 3
th FunerRev. Bob
tI was in
Gardens,

Murray,
p.m. at
County

daughttg WhitSuzanne
rs, Mich.

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

it

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open at 6 00)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road, South to Sq
Hale Road. rght on Sq Hale Road 1/4 mile
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

753-0466

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O.Box 1033

Murray

Jerry
McConnell
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General
Agent

MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE
Finally we have found an A+ rated company that will reduce your rate 15% the
second year and 10% the third year if you
do not have claims. Also, their first year
rate is very good. If your present Major
Medical is too high and you have not been
in the hospital in the past year, please call
for a rate quote.

McConnell Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore St. • Murray, KY
Nationwide 1-800-455-4199
753-4199

•
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OPEN Pizza Mew Aurora
Open 5pm
Closed
Mon Tues Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros I
bread sticks Dire-inor
carry out 474-8119 or
1 800-649-3804

IF you're in business &
would like to have a soda or LOST Ladies
black wallet
snack machine in your lo- vacinity of
Hazel
macation B&R has quality
(901)247-3317
chines Free placement &
weekly service LIMITED
1-0
SUPPLY 759-9307
Help
Wanted

where he

whom he
rs. Diana
y, South
lile Wiliz.; eight

Ante*.
Panels

$1,000 WEEKLY stuffing
envelopes at home. No expenance. Free information/
supplies. No obligation.
Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to: Horizon, Dept. FF, PO Box
2149, Brownwood, TX
76804.
A DIRECTOR OF YOUTH
MINISTRIES Looking for a
charismatic, energetic, organized person to give education to a thriving youth
program. College degree
preferred with experience
working with youth a requirement. Salary commensurate with. experience. Send resume with
reference to: PO BOX 1040
F, Murray, KY.

Fulltime & Parttime
Deli Help Needed
Apply In Person

Owen's Food
Market
ATTENTION Murray
***POSTAL JOBS*** Start
$12.08/hr +benefits. For
application & info, call
1-(216 )- 324 - 5508
7am-lOpm, 7 days.
AVON! Earn money 'with
Avon. 1-800-847-5338 for
your starter kit.
BIG Apple Cafe hiring waitresses. Immediate openings. Must be 21. Apply in
person. (901)247-5798.
BOOKKEEPER wanted.
Extensive computer experience, knowledge of general
bookkeeping & payroll
needed. 15-20hr per week.
Send resume to: Murray
Family YMCA, Position
Bookkeeper, 209 N 12th St,
Murray.
CRAFTERS wanted for
large craft mall downtown
Paducah. For more information phone Cheryl at
502-554-5986
or
502-575-0259.
DIRECTOR OF ADULT MINISTRIES To serve as fulltime coordinator of adult
ministries, education & outreach. Responsible for implementation of programs,
procuring curricula, recruiting volunteers, coordinabon of committees. Bachelor's degree, experience
and background of active
participation in church leadership a requirement. Salary commensurate with experience. Send resume
with reference to: PO Box
1040 E, Murray, KY.

Classes Starting
October 3, 1994
Earn While You Learn
Expenence pay for
past experience as
nursing
assistant
Shift differential and
excellent benefits. 73, 3-11, 11-7 fulltme
openings. Excellent
working conditions.
Apply

Mills Manor

500 Beck Lane
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
502-247-7890

LIVE-in sitter for two children in Graves County. For
information 247-1804
1 lam-8pm.
NO experience! $500 to
$900 weekly/potential processing mortgage refunds.
Own
hours.
1-510-869-5079 ext. 733.
24 hours.

SHOP man to clean & load
trucks Apply at Black's Decorating Center 701 S 4th
or call 753 0839
WANTED barmaids, wait
resses & dancers $500
plus weekly Doll House
TN
Paris
Cafe
901-642 4297 7pm-2am
070

500 Beck Lane
Mayfield, Ky. 42066

Domestic
& Childcare

502-247-7890

BABYSITTING in my home
Mon Fri also available
Mother's Day out arrangements 753-1869

IMMEDIATE opening for
full-time housekeeping person, maid. Need home
phone & must work
weekends. Motel work experienced persons only
need apply. For info call
753-6706. Days Inn, 641
South, Murray
JAZZ Producer/Operations
Assistant/Host for NPR Affiliate licensed to Murray
State University. Starting
date: December 1, 1994_
Regular, fulltime, WKMSFM. Qualifications: Bachelor's Degree; extensive
background in jazz
primarily/all music forms
secondarily; experience in
audio production, radio
programming and announcing (especially public
radio and jazz announcing); organizational and
computer-related skills.
Salary: $18,000 to
$20,000_ Responsibilities:
Assists in operatic> , archiving and fund-r ising.
Application Deadline October 26, 1994 To apply:
Send resume with 3 references, audition tape, and a
sample three hour jazz
program playlist to .
Search. WKMS,2018 Univ
STA, Murray, Ky 42071.
Murray State University is
an equal education and
employment opportunity,
M/F/D. AA employer

ABOVE ground 3 phase
commercial Root hoist
1974 KZ900 Kawelu motorcycle, good condibon
Need to self 753-2980
BOGARD trucking and excavating. Inc We haul lop
soil, gravel, fill del, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828
CHILDS swingset
759-4693 after 4pm
1RD satellite receiver four
video cipher decoders
Four six STS satellite receivers, one 10ft mesh dish
with motor drive Best offer
Call 436-5380

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced,references Call
Linda 759 9553
HOME & office cleaning
Experienced dependable
references available Onetime general clean-up or
regularly scheduled visits
Call Sheri 753-3638
LOVING mother of one
wanting to babysit Experienced and know CPR
492-8517
NEED HELP? We clean
house do yard work run
errands etc 762-6620

position will involve calling
on established and potential restaurant and fountain
customers in W Kentucky
and Tennessee The position will also involve very
strong creative, promotional, marketing and media skills The position will
be based out of W Kentucky with no overnite
travel_ Excellent earnings
potential with bonus and
competitive benefits, and
career advancement riptential. Send resume to
Pepsi-Cola, Box 1070 Mahon, IL 62959 Attention
Personnel.

Homo
Furnishings

CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436-2578,
901 -644-0679
CASH paid for good, used
rifles shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
IBM or compatible computer Call 753-1529 after
5pm

FOR sale: Household items
including cherry & oak
tables, pictures, mirror,
Jasper secretary with
blown crown glass, overthe-tub whirlpool & more.
759-1259.
GRAY recliner, $75. Large
pink oriental rug, $75.
492-8865 leave message.
LARGE sofa, 2 Lazy Boy
recliners, 2 end tables,
earth colors $400/set.
753-0817 after 6.30pm.
190
Fans
Equipment

2 PLOTS beside pond in
Murray Memorial Gardens,
$800 5th wheel for diesel
truck, $600 753-2171
320 GALLON LP tank,
$400 437-4797

1950 RED Belly Ford tracor, 12 volt system recently
overhauled, good condition
with bush hog & lift pole.
Call 759-9898. Coles
Campground Rd.
FORD 1 row, 601 corn
picker Cross 32ft ear corn
elevator. 753-8156

Monday thru Friday, 8
Got you down?

to 5

JOIN OUR TEAM!!

Eq.' E mooyrnent OpporluNty E MOW.,

to to to to 'to to iko
Fisher-Price

1993 14X60 GATEWAY
2br, 1 bath, central h/a,
deck with separate storage
building, furnished including washer & dryer. A-6 Fox
Meadows. Call 753-7907.

EFFICIENCY apartment
$100/mo No pets Near
campus 753-5980

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

Hai Ho! Ho' Merry Christmas" Christmas insummer?
For employees at Fisher-Price it is They are busy
toymakers preparing for the holiday season.
Fisher Price, leader in infant and playschool toys
has openings on oil shifts for seasonal production
operators For those busy people who wont parttithe work we have work available 9 a m.-1 p m
and 6 pm -10 pm
If you would like some extra cash for Christmas
sleigh ide down to
Job Service of Kentucky
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
nt Op0Ori untly F mployow

•

1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive. Utilities furnished.
Share kitchen, living room
& bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU. Coleman RE
753-9898.

2BR duplex, available now
Appliances furnished; central h/a, $350/mo. Coleman
RE, 753-9898.

IN country, 1br deluxe.
completely furnished, all
utilities paid, has all accessories, $375/mo
436-2722.
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westly Village, 1br
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 55 & older, handicap
& disabled Equal Housing
Opportunity
502-354-8888
LARGE 2br. 2 bath, central
h/a, w/d hook-up, partial
utilities furnished No pets
$335/mo. 753-3949.
LARGE new 2br duplex,
1142sq ft plus garage, brick
veneer, all appliances including w/d, gas central
h/a,$550/mo lease & deposit. 759-4664, 759-9835
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
I, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984. Equal
Housing Opportunity,
MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1-2br apartments. Apply in person
1:30pm-4pm, Mon-Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr
NEW 2br, duplex with garage, quiet neighborhood.
Available end of September. Call 753-1323,
753-2168.

2BR duplex, gas heat, hot
water, central a/d, $425/mo
plus deposit Available to
move into now 753-0724.

NEW 2br tri-plex apartments, gas heat, w/d hookup, appliances furnished,
nO pets, available Oct 15th,
$425/mo, deposit required
28R, very nice, central h/a,
Call 753-4873 after
appliances & lawn mainte630pm, Allen Properties
nance furnished. Coleman
RE. 753-9898.
NEW duplex, central air,
gas heat & water, ap2 ROOM efficiency, 1608 pliances
furnished, 2br,
Ryan Ave, $175/mo. Pay $375/mo Call 753-0274 or
of utilities Must rentl
759-1503 days or
759-9247.
759-1594 nights_
3BR, 2 bath, low utilities, NICE 2br duplex, central
with garage, $550/mo h/a, stove, refrigerator, dis753-3293 after 6pm
hwasher, wrd hook-up

3BR apartment partially Northwood No pets 1375
1994 BUCCANEER in Fox
$450/mo. plus deposit 753-1953
Meadows, $18,000 Call furnished,
days, 753-0870 nights
753-4301.
759-9311 after 5pm
ONE of the area's largest
selections of quality built
energy efficient homes!!!
New 1995 models & 1994
carry overs. Our homes,
our set-up and our prices
equals VALUE!!! Dinkins
Mobile Homes, Inc, Hwy 79
Paris,
TN.
E,
1-800-642-4891

Elegant Home in the
country near Lake Barkley.

$190,000
For your private showing call

280

Pat at 1-800-522-4699.

1992 16X80 3br, 2 balk
central h/a, stove, dishwasher, w/d hook-up.
$300/mo, $300 deposit,
plus lot rent 753-2123
2BR mobile home,one
from ci
$2. Fki4TE0
75

sulanniena
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COLDWELL BANKER
SERVICE 1ST REALTY
110 MERCHANT STREET
•
TOLL GATE CENTRE
CADIZ KY 42211

REALTOR,

Did you need a

2BR, no pets 753-9866
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college. 753-5209.

yesterday? Ask us about our

ONE DAY SIGN SERVICE.
Mobilo
Homo Lots For Rent
MOBILE Home Village, water furnished, $80/mo Coleman RE, 753-9898

Cfvfst11111.

—•

1991 14X70 3br, 1Vi bath
with washer, dryer, dishwasher & central h/a, on
large lot, one owner, excellent condition. 753-7212, if
no answer leave message.

liable
Homes For Ron

Fisher-Price is seeking applicants interested in
working the 12 hour swing shift as a regular full-time
production operator in the molding department
Start rateof pay is $5 44 per hour with an increase to
$5 77 per hour with full benefit package the first of
the month following completion of 90'days Please
apply only if you are interested in working for a
progressive company whose "work is child's play."
'Apply to
Kentucky Dept. for Human Resources
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071

f nv Wry

1990 CLAYTON, Coach
Estates G-4, $17,500
753-4261.

TRAILER & lot for sale.
Trailer is 16X80 & 1 we
lot. Call 753-1038 or
753-0745.

Fisher-Price

iis

1BR with wage, wooded
lot, close to university, rebareness please. No pets
$275/mo & deposit
753-8755

2BR, 1A bath townhouse,
central h/a, nice neighborhood, appliances furnished. Coleman RE,
GET STARTED IN THE 753-9898.
COMPUTER MULTIMEDIA REVOLUTION. 2BR, 1 bath 1402 B Mi$99 CD-ROM DRIVE WITH chelle. Great neighborFREE INSTALLATION. hood. Low utilities. Stove,
HAWKINS RESEARCH, refrigerator, dishwasher,
microwave, w/d hook-up.
502-753-7001.
$450/mo,includes mowing.
STOVE top, built-in oven, Lease, deposit, no pets.
double sink w/faucet, all 753-8734_
coppertone. Like new glass
shower doors, 5 electric 2BR apartment No pets
wall heaters, large 220 a/c, Near campus, available
items good condition. Oct 7th, $215/mo
753-5980
759-9309.
2BR duplex in Northwood,
270
central h/a, appliances
Mobile
furnished No pets. Lease &
Hore For Sale
deposit required. Call
753-7185.
14X75 2br
bath
bath, all new
appliances & carpet. 2BR duplex, 1707 Ridgew$12,500. 753-1481 after ood Dr
$300/mo
6pm.
759-4406
1988 14X70 2br, 2 bath,
one w/jacuzzi, cathedral
ceilings, custom kitchen cabi n e ts. 489-2173,
437-4748 after 5pm

A very quiet location on
deadend street, 2br duplex
on Story Ave, central hie
appliances furnished No
pets Lease 8 deposit required 753-7185
DUPLEX, quiet residential
area near university, 2br,
appliances, 1yr lease
$300/mo 753-8096 after
5pm

NEW metal siding & roofing. Cover 36" cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume. Secondary
if available. Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724.

VIOLIN, hard shell case,
cherry bow, golden sunburst design, $175
753-2698

LARGE brick
duplex, central
gas h/a. Available October
1st. Lease plus
deposit, $375/
mo. 759-1087.

(BR available now, nice
neighborhood, appliances
furnished, $210/mo Coleman RE, 753-9898.

PIANO tuning. John
Gottschalk, 753-9600.

Uri

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night

1,2,380 apes Furnished,
very nice near MSU No
pets
7 5 3 - 1 25 2
days,753-0606 after 5pm

MUMS FOR SALE. Beautiful colors. From Murray
take 94W to Thurman
Road, turn right, 1st house
on right. 7-10am, 4-8pm
Mon thru Fri, all day Sat.
435-4020_

WILL stay with elderly
753-4590 if no answer PERFECT
condition, solid
leave message on ma- —66k, 4 Post, -queen
chine I will return calls
waterbed with motionless
mattress, heater & six
drawer pedestal. Call
Position
753-4152 leave message.
Wanted
POOL cover 28ft round,
ALTERATIONS, repairs used twice, $50. 436-2825.
and crafted T-shirts Ruth's
See and Sew, Country POTTED MUMS *1. Very
Square 1608 N 121 Mur- affordable *2. 3 sizes *3
Over 31 colors & varieties
ray 753-6981
#4 You don't have to dig.
O&M Market, 403 Syca100
more 753-7483.
Business
Opportunity
STRAW, PUMPKINS &
GOURDS. Call 489-2436
FRANCHISE- Mayfield
tor directions, if no answer
Paducah Fulton Benton
Martin TN Paris TN & Na- leave message.
tionwide 753-1300

Want
To Buy

Apariaiems
Per Nerd

PROFESSIONAL imagitt DOWNTOWN office space
tench eel bums,* attadrt- available across from
mem leg curls I leg eaten- courthouse 9961mo includ
tons. including atioustment, mg all utilities 753-1266
dip bar Over 400Ibs in steel
*eights Compels with all RETAIL or Office Space in
bars (including curl bar) $ Side Shopping Center
$200 Of best offer Call 753-4509 or 753-6612
753-5316 after 6pm
SHOP on 280 $225/mo
TOMMY Armour 845$ golf Deposit 753-8848 before
dubs, 3-PW & bag only 9Pfn
used twice. $400
753-6558 leave message

A FIREWOOD for sale
MOVING sale! Ethan Allen 437-4667
cherry dining room suite, 6
220
chairs, table with 2 extra
leaves, table pads,server &
Make
breakfront, $2,250. Oak
table with claw feet, 6 BAND equipment &
trailer.
chairs, 2 extra leavss, 753-2952
$500. Couch table, $100
New gas cooktop sealed IBM PSI Pro computer, Epburners, $200. Light beige son action printer $1,000.
sofa, like new, $450. Call Price negotiable. Call
753-1877 leave message. 753-4114 after 5:30pm.

160

NURSES Aide PRN were
looking for the right person
to join our caring capable
staff at Fern Terrace
Lodge. We need a flexible
mature individual who
would enjoy working with
the elderly in a pleasant
atmosphere_ Experiences
a plus, but we are willing to
train. This is not a full-time
position at present & will
involve working all shifts on
as needed basis. Apply in
person or call Glade Dodd
for interview. Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr. Phone 753-7109. E0E.
PART-time help wanted for
retail shoe store in Murray.
Mail resume to: PO Box
1040 M, Murray.

PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL
WORKERS. Social Worker
MH/MR positions available
at large in-patient psychiatric facility. Bachelor's
degree required in social
work, sociology, psychology or related field ExcelDO you need a GED? Do lent fringe benefits. For
you need hope for the fu- further information, send
Phil
ture and help to get a solid resume or contract:
career? We have 22 JOB Bennett, MSSW, CSW, Diopenings for people 16 thru rector of Social Work Ser21 that are not full time high vices, Western State Hosschool students. Call pital, PO Box 2200, Hook753-9378 Five days a week insville, KY 42241-2200
(502)886-4431 Ext. 253
between 8:00arn-3:00pm.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNThis project is funded by
ITY EMPLOYER tA/F/D
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Ken- RETAIL assistant manager
tucky Department for Em- trainee. Weekends, Fri thru
ployment Services and the Mon,no evenings. ApproxiWest Kentucky Private In- mately 30hrs. Hours addustry Council. This is an justed seasonally. Will conEqual Opportunity prog- sider experienced retiree
ram. Auxiliary aids and ser- Immediate opening- re
vices are available upon spond to: PO Box 1814.
request to individuals with Murray, KY 42071.
disabilities.
RETAIL clerk, perfect job
for moms. Tues. Wed,
Thur, 12-15hrsAvk, Hours
Hiring Certified
adjusted seasonally. ReNursing Assistants
spond to: PO Box 1814,
Murray, KY 42071.
Fulltime all shifts. ExSALES Pepsi-Cola has a
perience pay, shift difprofessional, career
ferential,
excellent
minded sales opportunity
benefits.
for the position of food serApply
vice representative The

Mills Manor

SHONtY'S INN. Guest
service rep poseon avail
able ideal candidate will be
people oriented fi canoe
tent with administrative de
tail Please apply in person
& grow with us

Sushisss
lismis

MOBILE home lots for rent.
Newer model homes only
$85/mo. 5 miles South of
Murray. Call 492-8488.
290
Hosting
And Cooling
REDUCE your heating &
cooling bilrs drastically. Insulate your home & install a
new heat pump now for
winter Free estimates!
Murray Calloway County
Heating & Cooling,
Olympic Plaza 759-4459

WOOD WORKS

753-2378

6116

382-2306

AVAILABLE TODAY...
ioxi0 Self Storage
All New At
Tooters in Hazel
492-6111
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'info
tilOdI WWI applications
Ior Seaton I toe Pent how
"9 APO, fr1 Person ag
Somwsw• Manor 906
bead St Extended be
wain $an tbieon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
VERY nice 21br 1 bath du
pie. Applanows turnished
central h a $425 mo
mono deposit tyr tease
No puts 753 2905

3SR iirearep 6400
*wow to
Relefenaes
quir•ci
No p•l•
(502i527 8585
MUST SEE TO BELIEVE"
Case to t‘Su Zee house
appliances furnished
newly painted carport
$425mo '53 1266
mitts
SMALL 3br nouse
from Muir
280
air
E Iec
able tat
October

GO ACRES en East St Une
Re Beautikil Melding site
mei rdectricity 759 15811
119 ACRE tract on Omsk,
son Creek 71 acres sum
ibis tor huneng I IS ewes
cropland with bowing
creek $10100 CO Pat
Can (502)622409 day I
1502)522-5944 nights
Caldwell Banker Service
tat Realty
DUPLEX 2br, 1 bath Cam
bridge Estates Gene
Steely 7534156

San

Nome
For Real
I'04 RIDGEWOOD 3b
plus study large shady
yard Refrigerator stove
dishwasher, w d hook up
$475 mo. lease deposit
753 8734
28R brick with carport
Available now $425/mo
Coleman RE. 753-9898

t's

cer Rent
Or Lases

1

BAv storage tor rent in
town 753 3571

2

BARN Large or cured But
ley 753 1300 9am 6pm
489-2116 7pm 10prn

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
28R house near downtown Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40-mo 759-4081
Murray 753-4109
28R house dose tci MSU. NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail$350vmo 753-6986
able Call 753 2905,
28R newly remodeled, gas 753-7536
heat new ac. carport &
370
untrty Low, low utilities
Levrietock
$325 mo, 415 S 10th
& Supplies
753 2339 or 753-8767
FOR sale KY 31 fescue
Just Opened
seed, 1994 crop good
Bypass Mini
tests rye grass & noxious
weed tree $0 501b Also,
Storage
orchard grass $0 90/lb
121 Bypass North
753-6567
Sizes from 10x10
380

up to 20x20
753-2225

HALEY Appraisal Service
Haley
Bob
call
502-4892266
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers *along to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
LAKEFRONT and lake
area properties ranging
from $18,000 to $499.000
Carr
Call
Pat
(502)522-4699 days or
(502)522-5944 nights
Caldwell Banker Service
1st Realty.
435

Lake
Property
EXCELLENT view of lake.
Shared dock, 3br, air, completely furnished, carpeted.
Call 753-0628 or 753-9623.

1985 CADILLAC Coupe
DeVae cheap 4942050
1 987 OLDS Calais
Brougham excellent coeds
eon.$4,500 obo 7599641
1986 CHEVROLET Bo,etta 68,XXX miles,
$3 400 753-7679 or
753 7928
1988 FORD Taurus LX,
fully equipped including
keykiss envy & sunroof
1989 Eagle Premier ES,
fully equipped Both with
IOW mileage $4,800/ea
obo 753-3577
1989 TOYOTA Celica ST,
red, sunroof,62,XXX miles,
excellent condibon, $7,500.
492-8865.
1990 TAURUS. 80,XXX
miles, white, airs/fm cassette, a/c, cruise, clean,
good condition, $4,400.
492-8238_
1991 ESCORT LX, 2dr,
auto, air, tape Only
28,XXX miles. $6,250 or
trade Call 753-7668 days
1991 MERCURY Caprice
XR2 convertible, like new.
Only 28,XXX miles. $9,250
or trade. Call 753-7668
days.
sithicies Unita $200!
Cars auctioned by DEA, FBI
Nationwide.
Trucks, Boats, Mcitorhoints,
Computers and Mar!
Call Toll Fire!
I (800)436-6867
EXT. A-I801

Pets
& Supplies

3BR, 172 bath house, car
port, appliances furnished
$475/mo 759-4406

AKC registered yellow Lab
puppies Call 759 9954

2 BUILDING lots in subdivipuppies
3BR, appliances furnished GREAT Dane
sion with limited restrictions
Champion bloodlines. (no mobile homes).
w d hookup. near M
it shots & wormed $300 &
pets
Wooded lots in Southwest
up (50218984712
re.
School District, natural gas,
489 2181
7
HAVE an obedient, safe city water, cablevision. 3.3
miles from Murray city lim38R brick, 1 mile from dog for show or home
its Lots as low as $6,000.
town, excellent condition Classes or prvate lessons
753-5841 or 753-1566.
$500/mo +security Serving Murray for over
436
2858
12yrs
759-9641
LOT in Misty Meadows, beside Oaks CC $19,000
410
SMALL house for rent, 7
753-5691 after 5pm
Public
miles East of Murray Call
Sale
Linzy Beane, 436-2582
460
HMS,

Garage
Sale

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

1706 Holiday Dr.
Sept. 27, 28 & 29
u.`ec,hars &
t v. & radio. linens, kn ck knacks,
clothes, old
nice
reduced,
clothes
odds &
good
ends.

,..„, William Duncan
Building Contractor
Experienced builder of houses,
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings. Also remodeling. Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small.

RON HALL

HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
Central Heating & Cooling Service & Installation
Custom Sheet Metal
Licensed Gas Merchant

(502) 435-4699

Murray, KY

9S
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
end
Kitchen 81 Bath Cabinets
• Drop By And See Our Showroom •
409 Sunbury

Murray (Elahind Bunny

Bread)

753-5940

"
IS • •

Yee
1989 CHEVY Astro Mark III
Conversion, 104,XXX
miles, loaded, $6,500.
759-1293.
1992 PLYMOUTH Grand
Voyager LE, all options
44,XXX miles. $14,750
753-9761.

For Sale
2BR all new siding, roof,
carport, completely remod
eled inside & out 2yrs ago.
Gas heat, extra low utilities,
$34,900. 415 S 10th.
753-2339.
3BR, 2 bath home on 8
acres with good road frontage on Hwy 94W, has a
detached garage & a
42X48 metal shop
$79,500 753-5243,
435-4612
3BR brick on one acre lot,
detached two car garage
with workroom. Located
two miles west of Hardin,
Hwy 80. 437-4267.
4 NEW 3br houses on city
water & sewer. Will consider trading for other property Priced in the $70's to
low $80's. 753-3672 after
5pm.
BY OWNER: 2br, 1 bath,
white frame. Eat-in kitchen,
living room, family room.
New gas central h/a, new
outbuilding/workshop, city
waterlsewer. Fenced back
yard $25,000, Hardin.
437-4114.

474-8267

_1k

INS UN WIN binclk era
swain answer sunroof
eft model ensile grow
mechanical condition
$5,100 7$31$$3

BY OWNER. 3br, 1Y, bath
brick ranch. Eat-in kitchen,
formal dining room, living
room, family room with '4
bay window. Central gas
heat & air, wall-to-wall carpet, ceiling fans, jacuzzi,
14x14ft storage bldg. Lot
75x150, adjacient lot available Walk to banks &shopping. Priced to sell, mid
$70'5. Call for appt.
753-4359.
HOUSE & acreage for sale
753-1300 9am-6pm,
489-2116 7pm-lOpm

;00
Used
Neils
1968 CHEVY swb project
truck. 350-300hp, new tires
on rally wheels, many high
performance parts, needs
finishing. Must see. $3,100
obo. 492-8282, 489-2814.
1983 FORD Ranger truck,
runs good, 84,XXX miles,
$1,800. 436-2528 Mark.
1986 CHEVY S-10 p/u, 4sp
trans., $2,200 obo
753-8525
1986 RANGER 4X4, red,
fuel injection, 5sp, needs
repair, $1,250. 489-2663.
1988 CHEVY Cheyenne
p/u, 305 V-8, auto, air, p/s,
p/b, 79,XXX miles, excellent 1 owner truck.
759-1588.
1989 FORD 150 Larriet,
5sp, nice condition.
753-5474.
1992 ISUZU Rodeo, dark
blue, 5sp, 37,XXX miles,
$13,500. 753-9244 or
753-3587 after •5pm.

510
Campers
1969 AIRSTREAM 29ft,
rear bath, new interior, road
ready. 753-0114.
520
Boats
& Motors
1993 BOMBER, nice,
oaded, ready for fall fishng, $7,500. 436-2619.
530
Services
Offered

KY Lake cottage, 2br, fireplace, deeded lake access
near Paradise Resort,
$39,000. Also, will rent.
436-5927

CONCRETE
REPAIR AND
RESTORATION
Whether its Structural
Oleg* or Architectural
beauty you want Or cracks
wparisico pints repaired
oil staffs miidew removed
Driveway Pate Garage

NEW 3br, 2 bath, W/P tub,
oak cabinets, 1280sq ft living, garage Priced upper
$60's 1405 N 16th Call
489-2722
NEW 3br, 2 bath, central
air, gas heat Southwood
Dr $67,500 753-5561
SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath,
with great flowing lay out,
beautiful kitchen, breakfast
room, separate dining
room Lots of extras, country club view Call for your
ippointment today.
'53-2905, 753-7536

1-800-700-9464
Free Estimates References
7aser
tzi
p-7 03
Vi
...,
since 1973
Servog Western Kentucky

$52 900
is your ticket to an unbelievable 1555 SCI. It
BRICK HOME.Three bedrooms,2 full baths,
28' great room, eat-in kitchen, large master
suite, vaulted ceiling, fireplace,central heat &
air and many more amenities. Custom built
on crawl space. Garage, basement and other
options available.

CYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Satisfied Customers
Since 1958

Over 6,000

3418 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003

(502)554-3267

(502)582-1800

.6..• • •
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* Four Star *
&lob** Nam
Parts & Soo**
MIKKA emenne
einsin iser
rieeseure ineses
weisse5 KW MIWON1
BCPWWW1 NNW*
&VW mot amp
While MO/ MOM
Esisitodi Artio undowinsni
WORM WIWWWIly
K ROA kindlorpsnrone
at tilintioas. moo
sem. Itoor wow
MINN furnace
or consaisoning

0404648

Phone(V)492-8488
*

Hwy. 641
N. Hazel

*

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Hauling,
moving, clean-up,odd jobs,
tree trimming, tree removal,
yard mowing, mulch hauling. Clean up sheet rock &
other building materials
Free estimates. Tim Lamb
436-5744_
1 1 1 1 1 1 Hauling, tree
trimming, tree removal, &
cleaning out sheds, atbcs,
odd jobs, & will haul &
spread mulch. Free estimates 436-5744 Luke
Lamb.
1 1 1 1 1 HAULING, tree
trimming. mulch & dirt hauling, clean out sheds &
bushhogging Free estimates. Paul Lamb
436-2102

CUSTOM belleseing and
badese ewe wee ws
isms. 34-8181 afar Wpm
isoraoe Owl&
DAVID'S Cleaning See.
vicesWe epeellial in vinyl
siding, comma drweevers,
bleat°. disease/v. Mae.
moans homes Fully in.
sured & oomplealy mobile
759-4734
D 1 0 Lawn Cars Free
estimates 4892296
DRYWALL finishing repairs additions and blowing ceilings 753 4761
EXPERIENCED drywall
finishing References available 436-2060
EXPERT painting- Residential & commercial, 25
years experience No job
too big or too small Free
estimates. D&J Painting
753-7040
GERALD WALTERS.
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting. Free estimates. 18
years experience. Local re
ferences. 753-2592.
JIM'S Garden Service.
Gardens- breaking, disking, tilling. Lawns- seeding
& fertilizing new or existing.
Blade work & bush hogging. Reasonable
rates. 753-3413.
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY. 436-5560.

1111 ALL around mowing,
trimming, tree removal Joe
436-2867.

LICENSED for electric and
gas. 753-7203.

1 1 1 A all around mowing,
;rimming, hauling Mark
436-2528.

MOWING,$8 acre,$40 minimum_ 753-0062 Mickey
Pierce.

Al, Al's hauling, yard work,
tree removal, mowing. Free
estimates. 759-1683.

PAINTING interior & exterior. All types of home repair.
Free estimates. Call
436-5032 anytime.

A 1 CARPENTRY WORK.
New construction, remodeling, porches, decks. Also
house plans drawn. No job
too small. Call J&C Construction. 436-5398.
A-1 carpenter for sheds,
barns & porches, etc Painting roots & siding. Ask for
Luke, 436-2102.
AIR Conditioning. Ron Hall
Heating, Cooling and
Electric Co. Service, unit
replacement and complete
installtion. Licensed gas installer. Phone 435-4699.

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service. Call
436-5255
PRO Builders- concrete,
room additions, drywall,
roofing, vinyl siding, decks,
landscaping. 474-8411
Kirk.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates Call
474-2307.
SEAL driveways/till cracks.
Free estimates. 753-6223.

ALL home repairs, sheet- SEAMLESS gutters inrock finishing & ceilithgs
stalled, residential or comsprayed. Over 30yrs exper- mercial, Servall Gutter Co.
ience. Small jobs welcome
753-6433.
Licensed & insured.
474-8377.
SEWING machine repair
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- Kenneth Barnhill,
niture repair & custom 753-2674_ Stella, KY.
woodworking. 753-8056.
SHEETROCK finishing,
APPLIANCE REPAIRS: textured ceilings. Larry
Factory trained by 3 major Chrisman. 492-8742.
manufacturers. All work
and parts warranted. Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455_

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment_ Free estimates_ Day or night,
753-5484.

APPLIANCE -. SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse, THE Gutter Co. Seamless
Whirlpool_ 30+ years ex- aluminum gutters, variety
perience. BOBBY of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
HOPPER, 436-5848.
759-4690.
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
installation, repair, replace- Service Center, cleaningservicing $15; most repairs
ment. 759-1515.
$35. Free estimates.Route
BACKHOE Service - ROY
Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
HILL. Septic system, drive-Fri 753-0530.
ways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 759-4664.
BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic
systems R.H.Nesbitt, Construction Phone 492-8516, FREE FIREWOOD All you
can cut & haul from freshly
pager 762-7221.
cut timber, 3 miles South of
BILL'S Window Cleaning. Murray off Hwy 121 on
Residential/Commercial. Locust Grove Rd. Call
753-5934
759-1562 for appointment
with owner
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service. All work guaranteed . 753-1134 or
TO PLACE AN
436-5832

490
Used
Cws

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in
CHIM Chlm Chimney,
advance!
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen''discounts. We sell
ADJUSTMENTS
chimney caps and screens.
Advertisers are re435-4191.
quested to check the
first insertion of their
COUNTERTOPS, custom
ads for any error. MurHomes, trailers, offices
ray Ledger & Times
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
will be responsible for
436-5560.
only one incorrect InCUNNINGHAM'S Heating
Any error
sertion.
and Cooling Service_ Comshould be reported immediately so correcplete installation and serv ice. Call Gary at
tions can be made.
759-4754.

1980 AUDI 5030, local car,
sunroof, am/fm stereo, all
leather, fuel injection.
$1.950 753-8096

Call Us Today!

1984 PLYMOUTH Horizon,
4dr. white, $950 753-2675
after 5prn
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CELEBRITIES

HORN os

THIS DATE: actress Brigitte Bardot. actor Marce lbo Stistroianni.
basketball pli,oer Johnny Dawkins
Jr.. musician Ben E. king.
ARIES i March 2 I -April 141: A
business trip mas hase to he postponed. You are needed at home to
make imponam decisions. A member of the opposite sex shows real
integrits.
TAURUS (April 2(l-1a 2(11:
Let your pleasant personalit) shine
through during a telephone cqnversation. kind words will work miracles! An older person provides you
with confidential information.
. 21 -June 20): A
GEMINI (Ma)
desire to serve your community Ma1
he in conflict with your personal
weeks before
needs. Wait a be
starting a major project. You soon
yi ill have a better idea of what you
want to accomplish.
CANCER (June 2I -July 221:
Everything you touch today could
turn to gold. Take advantage of this
lucky. period by insestigating arts
job opportunities that arise. An
introduction by an old friend could
lead to a new romance.
. LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Watch
your spending or you soon could be
in need of a lo-an. Reaching an
understanding with an older person
may be more enjoyable than expected. Let your mate know what is
hotherine '.ou.
VIR6.0 (Aug. 23-Sept. 221:

i41%%%1 lu I is on
At' a •firth
sour snk• in host' •AftVI and HaanIllailet• Health plohiems
imprint.. 1411h a 110:u diet and eser •
ow regimen Show an efdltanged
Ioli,'d one that %ou walls aril*.
2a. A
1.111R1 ilepe 1 -bet
:hangs' in sour work en% ironment
hoosts 55(11 produstisit and self cord idetice %dine J •4:t.Irt 10111:111g
fo sow Male if sour fclanon•hip is
1110r4: harmonious than in sci.viit
alass. A parent olh:rs sound ads
\tis 21 1:
WORN()i(hi.
Modermiing your home office %ill
make you more eff icient. Following
a I manila' hunch W In result in Callm:
(or y-elebration. Gifts come from
those who hold You in high regard.
Reward these ad-micas. lasting to!, alt'..
S.AGITTARll S i No'.. 22-Dec.
211: Lease for svork early to avoid a
traffic snarl. Extra effort will he
needed to impress someone influential. Attend a speech or lecture that
could provide y Amble inspiration.
Guard against the ploys of manipulative people.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
1)): Although you cannot afford to
totally let down your guard. you can
learn to won-y less. Travel gives you
a fresh perspective on an old disappointment. Grant your romantic
partner more breathing room.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. DO:
Handle career and business matters
with extra care. Information previously Withheld suddenly becomes
as ailable. Use it wisely and you will
he in a position of poLLer. Romance
flutters hut does not fly.. Look elseMien".
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Some parental advice collies in
handy when making a tough career
or business decision. Avoid acting
on iMpulse. The unexpected could
happen where romance is concerned. 11 worried about your
weight.join an exercise group.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are constantly searching for answers, tossing
off one idea after another. An inquiring mind makes them ask whs.. why.
why? Although these children's relentless questioning can drive adults
around the bend at times, their intellectual curiosity should he applauded.
These bright Libras have a lot on the ball! Expect them to change careers
frequently until they find one that really holds their interest. Never judgmensound advice.
tal. they will listen calmly. then of

<772/ We are proud to use OD
recycled newsprint.

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance.

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny

Ross
753-0489

600 Main St.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship IVeekly & Save Money
M-F. 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

UPS

753-1916

Visa and Master Card

1965 MALIBU Chevelle
Super Sport. 83,XXX miles.
$3,500 firm 753-0370.

5
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AD CALL

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Spy dal sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 759-4664.

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

1976 HARLEY Davidson
nquire at 409 S 8th.

HOROSCOPES

Swam
Mewed

1211118"Nalkeed

753-1916

95 JEEP GRIND CHEROKEE LIMITED
Leather, trailer towing
package, trac-lock tilt,
cruise, full power includ-

17,999*

ing seats, Infinity sound
system, gold wheels ect.,Pure Luxury...You Can Afford

Cain's*
CHRYSLER-PtYUOUTH•DODGE•JEEPEAGLE
753-6448
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray
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South dealer
Both sides vulnerable
NORTH
•A J 86
•98 7 5 3
• Q2
•10 3
WENT
EAST
•10 3'2
•7 5
•AKQ 102
•64
•.1
• K 109 Pi 7
•A J 96
•Q 8 5 2
SO1 rni
•K Q 9 4
•J
• A 65 4 3
•K 7 4
The bidding
South West
North East
1•
[)b le
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead — king of hearts.
When you play a doubled contract, you sometimes have to decide
how far to go to try to make your bid,
or how far to go to try to minimize the
loss.
Here is a sad case where the
declarer, in a reckless display of
total obliviousness, lost control of
the hand and took a bad beating as
a result.
West made a takeout double of
the opening diamond bid and East
not unreasonably decided to leave
the double in. West led the king of
hearts and then shifted to thejack of
diamonds.
Declarer covered the jack with
dummy'squeen and took East's king

with the air South promptly re
t urned a diamond, hoping to dispose
of the adverse trumps so that he
could cash his spode tricks
The Wes of drawing trumps met
with enthusiastic approval by East.
who proceeded to extract them all
West. in the meantime. discarded
three spades and • heart
East then made the fine defen
sive play of shifting to the queen of
clubs, putting the kibosh on the king
The defenders, having cashed four
trump tricks in a row, now took four
clubs and three hearts to bring about
a six-trick defeat, which came to a
tidy 1,700 points
Of course,sets of this magnitude
are almost always traceable to malfeasance in office, and this hand is
no exception Aside from the fact
that a spade contract by North-South
would have been far superior, the
matter of declarer's line of play at
one diamond doubled left something
to be desired.
The very fact that East had left
the double in was virtually proof
positive that he had started with
five trumps. Warned by the bidding
what to expect, South should have
gone all out to save what he could
from the wreck.
After winning the ace of diamonds,he should have started cashing his spades instead of leading a
trump. Played this way, he could
have assured five tricks to hold himselfto a modestset. Asit was,though,
all he scored was the ace of trumps.
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Tea- yaws ago
Dr Gary Boggess. dean of
College of Enviroansessul Sciouts at Murray Stale Uneversity,
piktared talking with Kris
kiwi during a two-day seminar
.it 5 hakertovin by Kentacky
Tomorrow.. the Commission on
Kentucky 's Future, of which
Boggess is a member
Serbing as offiLers of To Alpha Club of Murray High School
are Lisa Howard, Leila Umar,
kliisy George, Sherrie Meadows
and Ramona Burnley Mary Ann
Russell is au.isor
Rainey Apperson writes about
'Chronic Sleep Problems" in her
Lolumn, "Rainey's Day."
In football games, Murray
High lost to Fulton County, Calloway County lost to Union
County, and Murray State Uniersity beat Tennessee Tech.

Total, yoors ago
feature skit') about %millet
Hall at Murray State laisersity is
published Donors of 1117.(KE to
huild Wrathes Hall and locate a
state normal school in Murray
.4 ill be honored at MSU Home.oming on Oct 18 In the story
Armen by Dr L J /loom, a list
01 the donors in 1924 are
published
Clara Bramley. kx:al extension
aNsistant in Nutnuon of University of Kentucky. has 114 families
enrolled in her special lessons in
lood and nutrition being held
here.
Nettie Beach presented a program on Gift of Giving from the
hook by Kathenne Marshall at a
meeting of Goshen United
Methodist Church Women
Births reported include a boy
Li) Mr. and Mrs. David Jones and
a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Keith

t much. Sept 19
Thirty yoga ago
Murray State College has
:moiled 4.851 studenu for the
fall semester. accordiag to Wilson Gantt. director of admissions
and regisuar
City Councilman Roy Starks
reviewd the steps which have
been taken over the past two
weeks to relieve a serious situat"
DicaktieCi1t.y ELa
llind
son-f,11117s,fies.on of
Mrs. Maryanna Seaver: of Rt. 2,
Murray, is taking basic training at
Naval Training Center, Great
Lakes, Ill,
The Rev. William A. Farmer
has been called as pastor of Elm
Grove Baptist Church.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ed Dale Riggins,
Sept. 10.

For() years ago
Murray State College has
l,641 students carolled lot as alltime high for the semester.
11LC01411111 to local officials.
Calloway County Slava' Cosvi-ti was held Sept. 26 at Faxon School
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Alvan Austin. a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Elree Green, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Flora. a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Crass, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William Solomon, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. !vie C. Todd, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Thompson,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hensley Woodbridge.
In football games, Murray
High School Tigers lost to Mayfield Cardinals, and Murray State
College Thoroughbreds beat Tennessee Tech,

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: Regarding the
woman who was embarrassed to
ask whether her tomcat could mate
with a rabbit:
What she should really be
embarrassed about is owning an
unneutered male cat.
While it is true her cat cannot
father "kittirabbits," unless he is
neutered soon, he will undoubtedly
be responsible for helping to produce many kittens, thereby contributing to the disgraceful situation of millions of animals being put
to death because there are no
homes for them.
In addition, Abby, when her tomcat is neutered, he will make a
much more socially acceptable pet

— and will stop trying to get funny
with the bunny.
' MARGARET MARSHALL
IN SEATTLE
DEAR MARGARET: Your
point is well-taken. And while
we're on this important subject,
all dog owners should have
their pets spayed or neutered so
that unwanted puppies won't
have to meet a cruel end.
A well-to-do animal lover in
Los Angeles contributes generously to the local Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (SPCA), requesting that
her contribution be used
expressly for spaying and neu-

tering. Perhaps others may
want to do the same.
P.S. Sandy and Bob Miller of
Ellicott City, Md., sent me an
interesting chart distributed by
The Maryland Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals:
'Two uncontrolled breeding
cats — plus all their kittens and
all their kittens' kittens, if none
are ever neutered or spayed,
add up to: first year: 12; second
year: 66; third year: 382; fourth
year: 2,201; fifth year: 12,680;
sixth year: 73,041; seventh year:
420,715; eighth year: 2,423,316;
ninth year: 13,958,290.

DAILY COMICS
SLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

LET'S SEE...LET'S SEE..
UH .. OKAY, I'LL HAVE
THE Cleup
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LOOKING BACK

Ma Hood-In-Om-Sand Approach
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By GARY LARSON

HERE'S YOUR CHILI...
WOUL.17 YOU LIKE
'ID DRINK

DEAR ABBY: A remarried
widow wrote complaining about
sleeping with her husband's two
dogs, who kept her awake. Yeiti
replied that maybe he should try to
train the dogs to stay in a basket by
the bed. From my experience, that
will be hard to do. •
During my college days, I had a
little dog that slept with me in my
sleeping bag. We were both freezing
in a trailer. Yea-s later, I left her
with my Gramma when I was going
to be out of the country. Gramma
asked me to train her to sleep in a
basket before I left. The pooch
didn't understand. so I decided
Gramma could set the new rules for
the new place.
I returned a month later and
found little black doggie hairs
between Gramma's sheets. "What's
this?" I asked.
"Well," Gramma blushed,"it was
easier to teach an old Gramma new
tricks."
S.K. CHEW,OREGON
* * *

tossing

adults
lauded.
careers
igmen-

DEAR ABBY: This may not help
"Stumped in Delaware." who didn't
know how to tell a man his zipper
was open, but readers of your vintage land mine) will surely enjoy
the laugh.
My father, as he became older.
also became slightly forgetful about
zipping himself up. When this happened, Mother came up with a great
reminder. She would softly sing
"Zippity Doo Dab" as she went
about her work or recreation.
It worked immediately — every
time.
LOVE MY MEMORIES IN
MENLO PARK,CALIF

et

CALVIN and HOBBES
NOW THAT I'M ON TELEVISION, I'M 01FFERENT
FROM EVER1I3001 ELSE'
IM FAMOUS! IMPORTANT!

SISCE E9ERIONE KNOWS
ME, EVER1T4ING I Do
NOW IS NEV1SV4012.11A1
I'M A CULTURAL ICON

I TRINK.
IOUR ktt1'EHH)
NEEDS
ACOUSTNG,

WATCH, I'LL
USE MI ,
PRESTIGE
DJ ENDORSE
A PRODUCT!

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott. M.D.

"Oh my gosh! You know what that is, Mooky? ---My
dad had one when I was a kid!"

et,Maw

CATHY
TIME MANAGEMENT RULE41:
ALLOT ONE HOUR EACH MANN& TO RETURN PHONE CALLS
nom THE PREUI0115 DAY.

1489

HELLO

OH, HI, CATHY
'IRK YAK YAK
YAK YAK VfIK

YAK YAK YAK YAK
TIME MANA6EmENT RULE 4Z :1
DO NOT BEGIN tOITH A CALL
YAK YAK YAK YAK YAK
`MK YAK YAK YAK 9A
TO YOUR MOTHER.
"IAK YAK YAK YAK YAK ----------..,...----- --------^--A,
C'.
YAK 'IRK, YAK YAK WM,
`IRK
'IRK. WIK YAK
YAK YAK VilK `IA K.
YAK
YAK VA K

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
kik/f30 NOT GONNA

1
1

—APRIL HAS A PROW
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CROSSWORDS
43

ACROSS
1
6
11
12

Worn away
Illude
Succoring
Lightly
14 Silver symbol
15 Falls behind
17 Author
Gardner
18 Greek letter
20 Bells
23 Hyson, e.g.
24 Sioux Indian
26 Baseball
teams
28 Torn ID
29 Nature
goddess
31 Rope wheels
33 Mr. Rizzuto
35 Smoke and
fog
36 Knock from
steed
39 "— — Grows
in Brooklyn"
42 Empire State
1

GARFIELD

College
officials
45 Trade for

Answer to Previous Puzzle

PIZE 121oRgIA 0011
MORO OPP
MEI° R IA El A PIMP
DORM MO
UMOU MUM MOM

IMA
46 Kind
48 Shoulder
wrap
50 Siamese
native
51 Frog
53 Old-time
slave
55 Ma's partner
56 Vim
59 Exit
61 Craftier
62 Balance

MIABRIAMAM

WO
11
MMMMMURUM MOM
MUM MUM MRMM
WM MAU@
MWMMOM UMMOM
MOW MOOR ORO
POP OR0DO 111111
1110A

1 Four score
2 Duvall ID
3 Lubncate
4 Unexpected
difficulty
5 Encourage
(2..vds )
1111 7

6 Babylonian
deity
7 Roman six
8 Metric
measure
9 Soil
10 Detective
Queen
8

9

ill

11

TRY NOT TO PO ANYTHINGANNOLOING TODAY

I'LL MAKE
A NOTE
OF IT

I
G,SPELL,?
HO'W'ANPN00‘T'LIPINii
o
0
C
....
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...•
•
0Av15 9-27

PEANUTS
I GOT A LETTER FROM
MY PEN PAL IN SCOTLAND!

rd

••••••••••••

•

I

DEAR CHARLIE, JUST BEEN TO
THE SHOPS., MA MAle.) IN BED
10JIT14 A SORE HEID AND MA
PA'S MAKIN MINCE AND TATT1E5
FOR THE PINNER _LOVE, MORA6

14
18
24
29

15

III

ill
17

lil

III ill
NM ita
ill
•1
ill II•
li
33 illililii
ill id
ow
il37
42
43
MN 111
46
II ill
ill ill
51•
il
56

NA
61

DAR

9-27e 1994 United Fea ure Syndicate

DOWN

MIIMI4 5

A

ill

il

11

11 Mr. Spelling
13 Awarded
Nobel Prize
in Literature
(1923)
16 Cut
19 Glamour
21 Antelopes
22 City in
Alabama
25 Priest's
vestment
27 Slits
30 Takes on
32 Heron
34 Future LL.Bs
exam
36 Join
37 Stockings
38 Son of Seth
40 Slip away
41 Disney's
middle name
44 Slumber
47 Film critic
Pauline —
49 Thus: Latin
52 Evaporate
54 Part of TGIF
57 Earth
goddess
58 12 mos.
60 Is (Sp.)

DEAR DR, GOTT: I'm 65 and have
to urinate every hour of the day and
night. I do not drink abnormal
amounts of fluids, just two juices, one
tea, one coffee, one milk and six glasses of water a day. Should I reduce my
liquids or increase them? Doctors say
I have a small bladder. It was
stretched once, but that was so
painful that I can't undergo the procedure again. Any suggestions would be
welcomed.
DEAR READER: A small bladder
volume is, alas, a predictably common
cause of frequent urination, because as
fast as the bladder fills up and stretches, it must be emptied. Other than
undergoing repeated procedures to
enlarge your bladder volume, your only
hope is to reduce your fluid intake.
I do not believe that you need six
glasses of water a day, in conjunction
with your other fluid intake, to maintain good health. Cut back on this.
Drink water only when you're thirsty.
And, to avoid the nuisance of voiding
at night, don't drink any fluids after
supper: such fluids will be filtered by
your kidneys and end up in your bladder while you're asleep.
If my suggestion doesn't appreciably help you, return to your urologist
for further advice.
Because low-grade urinary infections are also a common cause of frequent urination, I am sending you a
free copy of my Health Report
"Bladder and Urinary Tract
Infections."
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please provide
information on fibromyalgia.
DEAR READER: Fibromyalgia is a
poorly understood syndrome of
unknown cause, marked by muscle
aching, stiffness and tenderness. The
affliction is more common in women
and appears, in many instances, to be
associated with stress, injury, insomnia. or other illnesses. Some authorities believe that fibromyalgia is
citiledli aViiiisTrifection, but this
theory has yet to be proved.
As a general rule, fibromyalgia is a
"rule-out diagnosis," meaning that
other conditions — such as rheumatoid arthritis, Lyme disease and lupus
— must be eliminated from consideration by special blood tests? There is no
single diagnostic test for fibromyalgia.
The disorder often disappears, in a
matter of weeks, without therapy. In
resistant cases, anti-inflammatory
drugs (Motrin, aspirin and others), in
conjunction with anti-depressant
medicine (Elavil and others) and cortisone injections (into the most painful
areas) may be necessary. Physical
therapy is usually helpful.
Fibromyalgia is not a hazard to
health, but it is a burdensome nuisance for those who have it.
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Children of all ages enjoy visiting Silo Overlook, which provides them
with a panoramic view of Lake Barkley.

•TVA...
FROM PAGE 1
4

LBL, and Ron Loving, TVA's
vice president of governmental
relations.
When the federal fiscal year
begins Oct. 1, LBL will begin
operating under the 1994-95
.1get, which has yet to be revc.:ed. However, 45 positions have
already been declared "at risk" or
surplus."
In 1993-94, LBL employed
163 people, with 13 quartered at
Knoxville. With the reorganization,- LBL will have three departments — business development,
operations and property/resource
scrviCeS — and will scale its nine
managers down to three.
When asked to describe the
morale at LBL, Wright said that
people are concerned because
-these are difficult times."
Both TVA and LBL officials
have said repeatedly that no one
has been laid off involuntarily.
Instead, employees have been

offered one of three early-out
incentives or membership in
TVA's new service organization,
v.hich will provide job training.
"This is an attempt by TVA to
take a step back in retraining
employees for changing needs,"
Loving said."We are giving them
the opportunity to try something
now."
Loving said this effort is part
of the TVA board's goal of "the
employee first."
However, no immediate savings will be realized because
employees will continue to be
paid their cUrrent salary while in
the service organization until
they are placed elsewhere.
We are planning to place a
.ery ice center in Paducah or at
least somewhere in western Kentucky and try to find jobs for
people in the area," Jackson said.
"This is an attempt to use TVA
people for routine maintenance."
When the Empire Farm facility

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

Although no longer open to the public, workers continue to bale hay at Empire Farm. The farm has been closed since 1991.

closed in 1991, "surplussed" certain operations that were
employees were sent to Paris, transferred to LBL have been
Tenn. for training.
relocated.
Jackson said the service orga"The environmental education
nization is still being developed. services that were transferred to
"This will be somewhat of a LBL from Norris, Tenn., have
competitive organization," Lov- been relocated to Muscle Shoals,
ing said. "The employees will Ala., which is the best place to
have the opportunity to bid on
house the environmental activiopenirg jobs within TVA."
ties," Wright said. "We will conWhen asked by a Ledger repor- tinue to have environmental eduter about the potential for com- cation at LBL."
petition between the service orgaDespite that commitment, no
nization and the private sector, one is sure what shape LBL will
Barlow said that "it would be a take after some of its operations
Congressional oversight to not are scaled back such as the
watch the competition."
Homeplace 1850s and Woodlands
As the fiscal year approaches, Nature Center.
Wright and Jackson are responsi"We will be closing those two
ble for formulating LBL's facilities on Mondays and Tuesbudget.
days after Oct. 16," Wright said.
"In conjunction with my office, "We feel that those are the days
facility closings and positions are of lowest use and won't have
a
decided based on recommendamajor impact. We think people
tions from Ann," Jackson said.
will still have the opportunity to
LBL's budget for the upcomvisit LBL."
ing year is expected to be smaller
Also on the closure list are
than the one for 1993-94 because Youth Station, an overnight

camping facility; Lake Energy
Campground; the North and
South Welcome Stations and
some non-fee campsites.
"Unless we find other ways to
use these facilities, we would
look closely at closing them at
the end of the fall 1994 season
while they are evaluated to determine how they could be operated
and/or leased to recover costs and
increase visitation," Wright said.
Another area that will be
reduced is wildlife restoration
and research.
She said several organizations
have called and offered to help in
providing services.
"We have known for some
time that we need to take a long
hard look at what we are providing and the most efficient way to
operate is through partnerships
and collaborative efforts," Wright
said.
LBL is already involved in
partnerships with organizations

across the state including Murray
State University, Western Kentucky University and the Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife.
Other partnerships could come
in the form of leasing land.
Wright confirmed that there
have been discussions at LBL for
adding a golf course, resorts and
water theme parks.
"As we begin master planning,
we will discuss a variety of
options," Wright said. "We are
setting up teams to explore
alternatives.",
Barlow added that ideas that
conflict with LBL's mission of
recreation and environmental
education would be judged
inappropriate.
"They have to look at every
possiblity or they would be held
liable," Barlow said. "We have to
restablish the foundation for a
growing LBL and strengthen the
resources."

II Elkins...
FROM PAGE 1
"I feel like Bill Cherry is coming back to be the man I thought
him to be," Rickman said. "You
know, it's not a disgrace to make
a mistake, but it is a disgrace not
to admit you've made a mistake
and try to fix it."
When asked if he thinks Thursday night's showing had anything
do with the resolution, Rickman
said there was no doubt.
"I've never seen as much support for one man in my life," he:.
said. "This upset Murray as a
whole, but people were willing to
voice their opinion."
Police officers were also
pleased with the decision.
"Morale has gone up 300 percent," Capt. Bobby Holmes said
shortly after the announcement
was made.
About 20 officers stopped by
the police department Monday
night to welcome Elkins back.

STACEY CROOK/Ledger &

Times

photo

Murray Police Chief Larry Elkins talks with officers and dispatchers
Monday night at the police department,
Rickman said the police and
"I'm happy to be back in my
fire departments deserve a pay
position and I'm ready to move
forward," Elkins said.
When questioned about the
possibility of a salary increase,
Elkins said the city is aware of
the department's needs.

increase.
"We won the battle, but we
haven't won the war yet," he
said. "I'm going to encourage
everyone to get together and see
if there is any way that we get
these people a raise."
Rickman said police officers
and firefighters deserve a "livable
wage."
"And I intend to see that
through," he said.
The Fraternal Order of Police
is moving forward with its
campaign.
While Cherry's only public
comment about the demotion was
that it was "time for a change in
leadership," speculation behind
the mayor's actions concerns a

public awareness campaign the
local FOP recently undertook in
an effort to increase officer salaries at the department.
A billboard erected on Ky. 94
East in late August reads, "Welcome to Murray, #1 Retirement
Community, M.S.U., Industry,
...and some of the lowest paid
police officers in the state!"
FOP President Sgt. Ronald
Wisehart said the lodge will continue the campaign, but is changing its approach.
He said the billboard will come
down and be replaced "with a
more positive message."
"It will be on a more positive
note," he said. "We're doing this
as a gesture of good faith and

good will toward the city and the
admirAstration."
"We're glad to have Chief Elkins back and we think that his
coming back will restore order
and morale in the police department," he said.
Elkins said the confidential
agreement is in the best interest
of himself, his family an& the
city. His reinstatement is effective immediately.
During the two-week interim,
Capt. David Smith was appointed
acting chief.
"I'm willing to do my part to
get everything back on course
and I feel the city government
will cooperate and we'll hopefully put this behind us," Elkins
said.
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Attention Musicians!
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Dr. James Byrn
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Mr. Mikes
' Music Announces
1Their Grand Opening Celebration

Announces The Association Of

Dr. David Jaco

30

95 DODGE NEON HIGHLINE

• Guitars

Flame red, 2.0 liter, 132
HP, tilt, power locks,
cassette, floor mats, rear
defroster, dual airbags,
deck lid spoiler, Car of

Save $$$ On New & Used:
• Keyboards

512,899*

• Band Instruments
• Sheet Music
• Accessories

the Year, Say Hello...For Only

Mr. Mike's Music
And The Formation Of The

Murray Vision Center

Cain's0

Hours: 10 a.m. - 5:50 p.m.. Mon.-Fri
,
10 a.m. - 4 p.m., Sat.

917 Coldwater Rd.

Murray

CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE

Hwy. 641 • Murray

753-6448

753-3682

106 North 6th St. • Murray, Ky. • 753-2842
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